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1. 

THE OMBUDSMEN AND THE EDUCATION DEPARTMENT 

SIDCTION 1 

1. Introduction 
This paper endeavours to see the way in whioh the New Zealand Onbudsmen 

deal with oomplaints lodged against the F.d.ucation Department in accordance with 
the Qnbudsmen Act of 1975. It is hoped that this analysis may shed some light 
as to how the Qnbudsman grapples with other complaints against other government 
departments, agencies and local authorities, mutatis mutandis. 

A study has thus been made of the important complaints made to the Qnbudsmen 
relating to the actions of the Eliucation Department as reported in the annual 
reports of the Chief Onbudsman from 1970 to 1979. It is hoped that this may 
provide the reader with a fair picture of complaint handling by the Onbudsmen. 
It must be recognised from the outset that since the Onbudsman institution is a 
highly personal set up, there is no standardised procedure by which complainants 
or departments are dealt with by Onbudsmen. In fact the Qnbudsmen have strongly 
resisted any attempt to fonnalise their procedure in their dealings with 
complainants or departments. Analysis has therefore been restricted as to how 
the Wellington Office of the Qnbudsman deals with grievances from the public. 
Usually the initial examination is whether the Qnbudsman has jurisdiction to 
handle the complaint or not. 

Prior to the above examination, I propose to briefly look at the history of 
the Onbudsmen in New Zealand. This shall then be followed by an investigation 
of the question as to whether there is a need for an Onbudsman in New Zealand. 

In the concluding part of my paper the effectiveness of the Qnbudmen in 
curbing administrative excesses is appraised, followed finally by recommerrlations 
so as to make the Qnbudsmen a more effective institution within our constitutional 
framework. 

2. The History of the Qnbudsman 
The spread of the Qnbudsmen institution to New Zealand was in a large 

measure prompted by an awareness of the effectiveness of Denmark's first 
Qnbudsman, Professor Hurwitz, after his appointment in 1955. The idea was given 
further impetus with the United Nations seminar on the Jud.ical and Other Remedies 
against the Illegal Exercise or Abuse of Administrative Authority in Kandy, 
Ceylon, in 1959. Although Sir Guy Powles has been quoted as saying that the 
scheme in New Zealand is a native one, there is little doubt that the scheme in 
New Zealand is based on the Denmark organisation. In fact, the word Onbudsman 
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is a Swedish word which denotes agent or representative of the people or a 
1 group of people. 

Todey, the Office of the Qnbudsman has spread from the Scandanavian 
countries2 from which it originated to other parts of the world, especially to 
those countries which share a common law tradition. New Zealand was the first 
common law country in which the Scandanavian institution was first established. 

The history of the Qnbudsmen in New Zealand began in 1960, when the 
National Party, which was in opposition at this time, proposed the establishment 
of a Citizens' Appeal Authority to provide the citizen with an independent 
review of administrative decisions. When the National Party were elected back 
into power in the election held that year, the Justice Department was given the 
task to draw up plans and submit a report on the Government's proposals. 

In the report which followed, the Department recommerrled to the Government 
the establishment of the Qnbudsman (Parliamentary Commissioner) in accordance 
with the institution already set up in Denmark. The Department's view was that 
the person who held the office should have wide powers to investigate, report 
and recommend to Parliament on the workings of the administration. The Depart-
ment pointed out to Government that there would be no great obstacle in setting 
up the office here. It was made clear that the Qnbudsma.n would not be a political 
appointment or have any political clout. The appointee, it was pointed out, 
would be basically an administrative officer with administrative powers rather 
than political powers. The only sanction at his disposal to ensure fair and 
effective administration would be the power of publicity. It was also felt by 
the Department that any person who was appointed to the office wouli be one who 
held a good startling in society and who would be able to exercise his judgement 
objectively and wisely. 3 The main difficulty which confronted the Department 
was the extent of the jurisdiction to be conferred on the Qnbudsman, which 
basically boiled down to whether he should have powers over Ministers. 

The Government was favourable to the idea, and in March 1961 the Minister 
of Justice gave the "go ahead" to the Department to draft legislation for the 

1. Donald C. Rowat, The Qnbudsman Plan, Mcclelland arrl Steward Ltd (1973), p.2. 
2. The institution was first set up in SWeden in 1809, then spread to Finland 
in 1919, to Denmark in 1955, and later adopted in Norwey and New Zealand in 1962. 
3. For a good introduction on the developnent of the Qnbudsman in New Zealand, 
see John L. Robson, The Qnbudsma.n in New Zealand, Occasional Papers in 
Criminology No.11, ISSN 0110-1773, Victoria University of Wellington, 1979, pp.1-6. 
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establishment of the office in New Zealand. The draft legislation which ensued 
was basically modelled on the Danish model of 1954. 

The bill when introduced in Parliament did not receive a great deal of 

discussion. There were some criticisms - that the bill did not go far enough 

and that too much regard was being paid to secrecy. The Labour Party, which was 

inq)position at this time, felt that there was no need for the institution in 
New Zealand. 

The Government did not attempt to pass the bill that year, but let it lapse. 

The main purpose of the Government in introducing the bill was to see how the 
public would react to it. 

After much public and Cabinet debate, a modified bill was re-introduced in 
Parliament in 1962. This bill was received with greater enthusiasm than the first. 

After it had gone through the various Parliamentary processes, the bill received 

the Governor-General's assent on 7th September 1962, and became law. Sir Guy 

Powles, New Zealand's High Commissioner to India (1960-1962~ was appointed the 
first Qnbudsman. He was a suitable person, having been a lawyer, soldier, 
administrator and diplomat.4 

In 1968 the Government extended the jurisdiction of the Qnbudsman. While 

the 1962 Act gave the Qnbudsman the power to investigate the activities of 
Government departments named in a schedule annexed to the Act, the 1968 
extension empowered him to inquire into the activities of hospital and education 
boards. However, the actions of teachers, doctors and dentists were excluded so 

far as their professional judgement was involved. 

Because the Qnbudsman system proved quite successful, even wider powers 

were granted to the Qnbudsman in 1975. A new Act which consolidated and amended 
the 1962 legislation, called the Qnbudsmen Act 1975, was passed by Parliament. 
The major amendment to the 1962 legislation was the extension of the jurisdiction 
of the Qnbudsmen to local authorities. Other amendments were the inclusion of a 

proviso to subsection 7(a) of section 13 which allowed the Qnbudsmen to 
investigate a complaint notwithstanding that a right of appeal, review or 
objection on the merits of the case were available to the complainant to a court 
or tribunal; the tenure of the Qnbudsmen was extended from three to five years; 5 

the Prime Minister was given the power to request the Qnbudsman to investigate 

4. New Zealand Parliamentary Debates (Vol.331), p.1908. 
5. Qnbudsmen Act 1975, section 5(1). 
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any matter with the approval of the Chief Qnbudsman; 6 the term Onbudsmen was 

used in the statute for the first time; 7 the two dollar fee for the lodging of 

a complaint with the Qnbudsmen was abolished; and an additional Onbudsman was 

appointed under section 3( 1) and a temporary Onbudsman was appointed under 

section 8, making the present number of Onbudsmen working in New Zealand three. 

The Act also sets out in Schedules I, II and III the various departments and 

authorities whose decisions can be investigated by the Onbudsmen. All in all 

there are about 94 departments arrl quasi-government organisations which come 

within the Qnbudsmen's jurisdiction. The extension of the Act was a realisation 

by the Government that the administrative activities of local authority officials 

could be just as draconian as those of central government officials. 

The extension of the Ombudsman's jurisdiction also saw an increase of the 

Onbudsman's staff to sixteen personnel. '!wo regional offices, one in Auckland 

arrl the other in Christchurch, were established so as to deal with local complaints 

more effectively. An Onbudsman was made in charge of the regional office in 

Auckland, and both the regional offices in Auckland and Christchurch had a senior 

investigating officer, two investigating officers and supporting staff, like typist. 

3. The Administration 

The Whyatt Committee in the United Kingdom noted that because of the 

"existence of a great bureaucracy, there are inevitably occasions, not insignificant 

in number, when through error or indifference, injustice is done - or appears to 
8 be done." 

In today's modern state, the Government has grown very powerful, both in 

the areas in which it operates and in the machinery it has at its disposal for 

the proper discharge of its functions. 'I1his is especially true, since the great 

leap forward after the Second World War, when government realised that they had 

to provide for the needs and aspirations of its people. This led governments to 

take a greater interest in the day to day lives of the people, with a concomitant 

restriction on the individual's rights, liberties and freedoms. In New Zealand 

this increased involvement by Government in the provision of goods and services to 

satisfy the desires and hopes of its people led to the formation of the welfare 

state. In earlier times, when societies were not that complex and the Government 

still maintained a distance from the domain of the individual, the judiciary was 

in general sufficient to protect the citizen from illegal interference by the 

6. ibid. seotion 13(5). 
7. ibid. section 3(1). 
8. Whyatt Committee, The Citizen and the Administration - A Report by Justice 

( Stevens and Sons Ltd) ( 1961). 



ad.ministration. The advent of the welfare state changed all this. It meant 

that both the legislature and the judiciary could not hope to control the 

expanded role of the executive or the ad.ministration in the areas under its 

operation. This has therefore posed a serious threat 

democracy. The tremendous size of the Government has created a fear in people's 

minds that very soon it may result in a society where Government is not 

controlled by its elected representatives in Parliament but by an unaccountable 

bureaucracy. 

As Webb points out, the "increased state activity has meant that the 

legislature cannot cope, or expect to be able to legislate for every eventuality. 

Consequently it has been necessary to give administration the power to legislate 

as well as to carry legislation into everyday operation. And it is largely by 

means of delegation, in IE,rticular delegation of discretionary authority, that 

a function is achieved by ad.ministration. 119 It is this discretionary authority 

that has made the traditional tool of justice, the judiciary, less effective than 

before to protect the individual against either maladministration or abuse of 

power by the administration, although in recent years there has been a re-

awakening by the judiciary in New Zealand in their traditional role. In any case, 

the passive role that the Judiciary adopted for such a long time helped to give 

rise to a situation where the executive grew more dominant than the legislature. 

The situation has not even improved today, but has only grown worse. There is 

therefore a pressing need, especially in a welfare state, to provide the 

individual with sufficient safeguards against the discretionary power of the 

Government. 

The problem is basically one of control- the control of the bureaucracy 

and making it accountable to the people. As things stand at the moment, control 

of the ad.ministration is very difficult because of its closed set-up. The 

problem could be solved if there was more open government and the public had 

access to official information. This could enable the citizen to readily evaluate 

the quality of his government. At the present time, a great deal of official 

information is shielded from public scrutiny, and this has left in the public the 

impression that the administration is ineffectual. A direct result of this 
impression can be traced to the fact that very little information is available 

about Government activity or its role in society. 

9. Richard John Webb, The Need for An Onbudsman, LL.M Thesis, Victoria 

University of Wellington, (1965), p.5. 
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As the administration has expanded, the number of decisions taken within 

departments has grown correspondingly, without any participation or evaluation by 

the public as to whether an action, or conversely inaction, by the departments is 

justified. Like all typical welfare states, the situation in New Zealand is 

reaching a stage where all important decisions which affect the citizen are being 

taken by the central administration. 

Although it is possible to recognise the difficulties and dangers inherent 

when an administration has wide discretionary powers, it has to be recognised that 

the establishment of the welfare state was brought about by the consent of the 

people, as expressed through the democratic process. A demand for greater goods 

and services can only be met by Government if it had a bigger and larger admin-

istration at its disposal. 

According to Weber, the only wey decisions can be taken quickly and efficiently 

is if organisations are structured into a bureaucracy. 10 However, speed and 

efficiency are not synonymous with fairness, and what the public demands and 

expects is that governmental work be organised efficiently, speedily and with 

paramount regard to justice and equity. This model of Weber worked reasonably 

satisfactorily before the advent of the welfare state, but in todey's modern and 

highly sophisticated society, where an ever increasing number of decisions have to 

be made with speed and equity, the model has become somewhat antiquated. 

The problem with the bureaucracy in modern society is manifold. Because 

major decisions are taken at the top hierarchy of the bureaucracy, all decisions 

of importance have to be sent to the top before a final judgement is reached. 

Hence, more and more time is needed before the bureaucracy can come to an 

informed decision. Since Government activity is parcelled out to different 

departments, a major decision by one department can sometimes affect other 

departments. This, therefore, means that discussion and negotiation is needed 

with the other affected departments before a decision can finally be arrived at. 

This long complex procedure in the decision-making process of the bureaucracy has 

meant that this system of organisation has become bogged down with deleys and 

red-tape. It also shows that it does not lead to the most efficient method of 

government. 

Another adverse characteristic of an enlarged bureaucracy is the impersonalised 

manner in which decisions are made; usually decisions are arrived at without any 

regard being paid to the human element it will involve. Although such decision-

10. M. Weber, The Theory of Social and Economic Organisation (ed. Talcott Parsons, 

trans. Henderson; Oxford University Press) (1947), p.329. 
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making can be said to be objective, in the sense that it is without any prejudice 

or bias, it, however, tends to overlook the individual case where such a decision 

mey work unjustly. Such a system of decision-making, to cover the general run of 

cases, is inevitable in an organisation where because of the pressure of work 

there is little time to attend to the myraid of individual cases. 

With a vast bureaucracy too, the citizen is excluded from the decision-making 

process. If open government is to become a reality in New Zealand, then an 

attempt has to be made to bring the public within the decision-making process. 

This means than that the public should have a sey in the direction the Government 

takes. 

There have been certain forceful reasons put forward by the bureaucracy as to 

why the public should be excluded from the decision-making process. One of the 

arguments put forward is that a greater sey by the public would lead to a cautious 

and inefficient administration, due to the fact that the administration would have 

to explain its every move. Instead, the bureaucracy have asserted that the public 

should have faith in the integrity of the civil service and the checks and balances 

built into the system, which ensures that decisions are not taken arbitrarily but 

after careful consideration of each case. 

Another popular argument among the bureaucrats is that non-participation by 

the public in the decision-making process, although it mey work unjustly in the 

individual case, is for the benefit of the greater public good, as this allows 

crlministration to function without pressure placed upon it from any particular 

group. For instance, they claim that if the lliucation Department wants to settle 

a dispute it mey consider that this could best be achieved if it was done without 

publicity or pressure from any other group. 

Because of the vast growth in the welfare state, and consequently the number 

of decisions that have to be made, and which are taken at different levels of the 

bureaucracy, it has become increasingly difficult to either control the admin-

istration or the decisions that are made. 

The citizen has therefore many complaints against the administration. 

The reasons for the complaints can be basically put down to the fact of the 

lack of opportunities available to the common man to pursue avenues of redress 

either through Parliament, their elected representatives, the courts, the 
administrative tribunals, the press, or even through the administration itself. 

The very size of some departments with their varied functions and responsibilities 

contributes to the remoteness and inaccessibility of the bureaucratic officials 

from the ordinary man. There is therefore no personal touch between the admin-
istrator and the administrated. Sir Guy Powles, New Zealand's first Qnbudsman, 
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noted the common errors committed by the administration are: 
"(i) failure to detennine relevant issues. 
(ii) failure to obtain aocurate and complete relevant infonnation. 

(iii) failure to consult affected parties. 
(iv) failure to apply relevant inf'onnation properly to relevant issues. 
(v) failure to inform affected parties of decisions accurately and 

adequately. 
(vi) failure to act in appropriate time. 

(vii) failure to be prepared to revise decisions or actions which have been 
taken. 

(viii) failure to act with appropriate demeanor arrl courtesy. 1111 

These failures therefore give rise to a system of decision-making by the admin-
istration which gives the impression that the administration has no regard or 
consideration to the individual, despite even the best intentions of the officials 
who make these decisions. 

The citizen is therefore placed in a position where he is at the mercy of 
the omnipresent and impersonal administration. 

Many of these common errors committed by the administration could, of course, 
be eradicated if there were proper controls over it or if the citizen had the 
right channels of appeal so as to obtain redress against the errors committed by 
the administration. At present, however, there is inadequate control over the 
administration so that the citizen is left virtually helpless against any mal-
administration or abuse of power by the administration. 

It will therefore be appropriate at this point to see what sorts of control 
there are over the administration. 

SECTION 2 

4. Controls 
The primary manner in which Parliament controls the activities of the 

:Ell.ucation Department and all other Government departments is througithe amount 
of finance which is made available to it. Hence, although the Eliucation Depart-
ment has a lot of power delegated to it to carry out its functions and the 
policies of the Government, Parliament controls the kind of activities it can 
actually undertake by holding a reasonably tight control over the finances that 
are available to it. 

11. Commonwealth Law Bulletin, Vol.6, No.2, April 1980, p.674. 



The precise mechanics of the control are to require the Fliucation Depart-

ment, or any other department for that matter, to present Parliament with its 
annual expenditure, which the Department proposes to spend for the year, through 

the Government's annual estimates. 12 Once these annual estimates are before 
Parliament, they are available for public scrutiny and examination. Even though 

Parliament mey approve the Etlucation Department's, or any other departments', 

expenditure for the year, the Department does not have an automatic right to the 
money allocated to it. It must still obtain Cabinet's approval to spend the 

money on its specific projects, unless Cabinet has delegated the power to grant 

financial approval to other persons or bodies. 13 

Usually, if the project involves financial outley, Cabinet requires that a 

Treasury report be obtained. A favourable Treasury report usually guarantees 
that the project would be approved by Cabinet, while an unfavourable report mey 

mean that the chances of success are slim. Furthennore, the Controller and 
Auditor-General has the power to inspect the accounts of the Department to 

ensure that its expenditure is in proper order. 14 

Hence it can be seen that although the Fliucation Department has enonnous 
power, these powers can come to naught if the Department has no finances to back 

it. 

The Eliucation Department, like other departments, is not, however, totally 

dependent on Cabinet for its finances. Cabinet has, in regards to some financial 
matters, delegated considerable discretion to the permanent head to grant 
financial approval to departmental projects. In fact, as the Treasury instructiom 

to departments show, the amount involved is quite considerable. 15 

12. See Public Finance Act 1977, section 53(1). 
13. David Preston, Government Accounting in New Zealand (Government Printer 1980), 

p.84. 
14. Another means that Parliament uses to keep a tight control over public 
finance is through the Public Experrliture Committee. The Committee's job is to 
ensure that the appropriation made by Parliament is properly utilised by the 
various Government departments. An interesting point to note about the Committee 
is that it keeps functioning, although Parliament has gone into recess; thereby 
making certain that Government departments apply their funds properly. 
15. Schedule to Treasury Instruction; Control of Expenrliture, Authority for the 
Experrliture of Public Money Delegated by Cabinet on 24 January 1978 to Cabinet 
Committees, Ministers and Pennanent Heads. However, since there is no local 
rating for education in New Zealand, basically all expenditure on education is 
from funds provided by the Government and distributed by the Department. A small 
amount is derived from private sources - examination fees, rents from Department 
lands etc., Ad.ministration of F.d.ucation in New Zealand, Public Relations section, 

Department of Eiucation, p.11. 
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Although departments may not have full control over their finances, once 

financial authority is granted departments usually have wide discretionary powers 

as to the actual manner in which Government policies, aims and objectives are 

implemented, within certain guidelines. 

With the growing expansion of the departments, in particular the fflucation 

Department, and the vast volume of decisions that have consequently to be made, 

it is obvious that errors or injustices within the departments, due to mal-

administration or abuse of power, are bound to occur. 

As K.C. Wheare points out, "Administration must not only be efficient in 

the sense that the objectives of the policy are securely attained without deley. 

It must also satisfy the general body of citizens that it is proceeding with 
reasonable regard to the balance between public interest which it promotes and 

the private interest which it disturbs". 16 

Maladministration or abuse of power can therefore be said to occur when the 

administration makes a decision which does not take proper account of the rights 

and freedoms of the individual which it disturbs or where the decision taken is 

completely illegal (respectively). 

Maladministration and abuse of power, however, can be mitigated within the 

administration. People with better qualification and skill could be employed by 

the administration, and training in the art of management and public relation 

could also be provided. The only snag with this solution is the fact that it is 

difficult to attract the most suitable people into the administration, especially 

when the private sector is also vying for the skills of such calibre of people. 

Furthennore, there is no guarantee that more suitable candidates into the admin-

istration will completely eradicate the evils of maladministration arrl abuse of 

power. 

The courts too could be granted a wider jurisdiction to combat maladmin-

istration and abuse of power than they at present possess. The shortcoming with 

this solution is the lack of administrative expertise 17 and antiquated 
procedures that the ordinary courts at present are bogged down with. Further-

more, wider powers to the court can have a negative effect on the administration. 

It can lead to an administration which is cautious and hesitant for fear that it 

mey be reprimanded by the judiciary. To be an effective tool of the Government, 

16. K.C. Wheare, Maladministration and its Remedies, Hamlyn Lectures 25th Series 

(Stevens, 1973), p.20. 
17. To overcome the administrative inexperience, an administrative division of 
the High Court was set up in 1968 in New Zealand so as to foster the development 
of administrative law by a degree of specialisation. 
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the administration has to be flexible and dynamic. However, care has to be 

taken to ensure that the administration does not become too powerful that it 
becomes an unruly horse which has no regard for individual rights and freedoms. 
What is needed is an administration which would hannonise the expanding role of 

Government in a welfare state with the rights of the citizen, so that a balanced 
administration with proper checks and balances can be developed. A system of 

this nature would enable the citizen to obtain administrative justice where a 
wrong has been committed, and at the same time provide the administration with 
the flexibility to perfonn its functions effectively. 

Besides these adjustments whioh can be made to improve the management of 
the administration, there are other direct and indirect controls to which the 

citizen can turn to protect his fundamental rights, liberties and freedoms. 

(a) Parliament 
The main constitutional protection the individual has against potential 

arbitrary acts of the administration is Parliament; the supreme institution in 

New Zealand. It is only proper that it is the paramount power, considering the 
fact that it contains the elected representatives of our society. Looking at the 
history of Parliament, it will be noticed that it assumed the task of protecting 
the rights and freedoms of the ordinary citizen against the authority of the 
executive. Although Parliament is said to be sup:eme, the point has now been 

reached in our constitutional history, with the establishment of the welfare 
state and the consequent dominance of Cabinet, where we need to ask ourselves 
whether Parliament has the capacity in our modern state to control the Government 
or has the ability to act as an effective safeguard against maladministration or 
abuse of power by the administrative branch of Government. 

Because of its assumed role to be the citizens' defender against the 
executive, Parliament, in theory, if not in praotioe, should be able to protect 
the citizen against the undemocratic actions of the administration which impinges 
against the liberties of the citizen. However, the ad.option of the welfare state 
has meant that because of the greater demands made upon the state, Parliament 
has found it necessary to delegate part of its authority to the administration, 
through the executive. Delegated legislation is not necessarily bad. In fact, 
in our modern society, delegated legislation is not only necessary but also very 
desirable. Only through this manner can Parliament hope to govern the country. 
The only defect with this system of government is that in New Zealand once 
Parliament has delegated its authority to the administration, it has very little 
power to control the potential misuse or abuse of the power by the executive or 
ad.ministration. Um.er the Regulation Act 1936, regulations made are required to 
be placed before Parliament within 28 days of the next ensuing session. This 
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requirement is not mandatory but merely declaratory, and hence regulations made 
do not have to be placed before Parliament for them to become effective. It is 
therefore possible for a government to pass delegated legislation which interferes 
with the rights and freedoms of the individual a.Irl yet completely by-passes 
Parliament. 

At the moment, the only real scrutiny of regulations is done by the 
Statutes Revision Committee under standing order 361. The function of this 
Committee is not only to look into delegated legislation but also to examine 
other legislation. So far as delegated legislation is concerned, the Committee 
can act on the initiative of the chairman of the Committee or have regulations 
referred to it by Members of Parliament. 18 If the Committee finds that any 
regulation unduly trespasses on the personal rights and liberties of the 
individual or makes use of unexpected or unusual powers or needs elucidation 
due to its form or purport they can draw Parliament's attention to it. The main 
drawback with this Committee is that it does not possess the power to amend any 
regulation it discovers to be draconian. It has only a power to report and 
recommend to Parliament, but no power to repeal a regulation. 19 

From this short account, it will be noticed that Parliament has very little 
power, having delegated its authoritY, to scrutinise or control the type of 
regulations passed. 
(1) Cabinet - The advent of the party system in New Zealand has also given rise 
to a situation where Cabinet, because of its control of the majority party in 
Parliament, has now complete control over all legislation. Cabinet, by the use 
of strict party discipline, is now in a position to ensure that what it decides 
is rubber stamped by Parliament. Because of the commanding position of Cabinet, 
Parliament, through the individual Member of Parliament, has now reached a 
junction where it has lost control over the activities of the Government. The 
only real control that is exercised over the executive tod~ is extra Parlia-
mentary in nature. Only the extra Parliamentary party and to a limited extent 
public opinion are in any position to exert any semblance of influence over 

18. Five Members of Parliament are needed to support the motion, before the 
Committee would look into the regulation. 
19. Although in recent years the Committee has been able to score a couple of 
victories, for example in the review of the Rock Lobster Regulation of 1969, 
Journal of the House of Representatives (1977) p.57. For a good review of this 
case, see Alex Frame a.Irl Robert McLuskie, Review of Regulations under Standing 
Orders, New Zealand Law Journal (1978), p.423. 
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Cabinet. Despite these and other minor limitations on Cabinet policy-making, 
there is no doubt that Cabinet's control over Parliament (if the realities of 
the constitutional controls are considered) is virtually complete. 
(2) Caucus - Caucus is a well established institution within the New Zealand 
Parliamentary system, which wields a considerable amount of power. Although the 
intricate workings of caucus are shrouded in a cloud of mystery, the main function 
that Caucus perfonns is to consider proposed Government legislation, detennine 
Government policy and fonnulate election manifesto. 20 

The influence that Caucus has over Cabinet or the Prime Minister is not 
static but varies from Caucus to Caucus and from Cabinet to Cabinet, from Prime 
Minister to Prime Minister and from party to party. 

Before proposed legislation is introduced in the House, Caucus is usually 
consulted by Cabinet. Caucus m.33 approve the legislation or approve the bill 
with modification or m.33 require Cabinet to refer the bill to a Caucus committee 
for further consideration and debate. On certain occasions Caucus has even 
completely rejected a proposed legislation. Departmental officials and experts 
m.33 also be called upon to Caucus committee meetings to explain the proposals of 
a bill. 

It is difficult to determine the exact amount of influence that Caucus 
exerts over proposed legislation. One thing which is certain, however, is that 
because of Caucus close proximity with the ordinary man on the street, Cabinet 
now looks upon Caucus as a "sounding board" for its policies. 21 

Although the main task of Caucus is to formulate policy and examine 
proposed legislation, Caucus has also the potential to restrain administrative 
aotivi ty. "Caucus has become the critical forum where Cabinet proposals, decision 

22 and activity are questioned and debated by the governing party." It is thus 
possib:e that at such meetings Ministers m.33 be called upon to explain their 
department's activities. Full and frank discussions are the general rule, since 
the deliberations are held aw.33 from public scrutiny, unlike the debates in 
Parliament. Caucus, since it is conscious of retaining power for the governing 
party, mey even criticise a Minister for the w.33 he allows his department to be 
run and mey even instruct him to take remedial action to correct maladministration 

20. R.S. Milne, Political Parties in New Zealand, (Oxford, Clerendon Press) (1966). 
21. Because Caucus members are in close touch with their constituents they are in 
a position to monitor their feelings and reflect them to Cabinet. 
22. E.W. Thomas, Parliamentary Control of the Administration of Central Govern-
ment: Fact or Fiction?, Otago Law Review (1976), p.449. 
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or abuse of power within his department. Through this w~, Caucus can aot to 
cheok the individual minister. 23 

However, "the emphasis on party advantage which necessarily dominates all 
activities in Caucus, ensures that Caucus cannot be relied upon as a major 
source of protection for the public against the actions and decisions of the 
executive,"24 or the administration. 
(3) Parliamentary Committees - Parliament has in recent years tried to regain 
the control over legislation by the use of select and ad hoe committees. 25 To 
some extent Parliament has succeeded in this attempt, in the sense that it is 
now able, through these committees, to study and analyse proposed legislation, 
especially those of a non-political nature, which is likely to have scant 
attention paid to it in Parliament. The committees try to ensure that new 
legislation that is proposed to be passed does not unnecessarily impinge on the 
individual and that proper safeguards are provided in cases where it does conflict 
with the individual's existing rights and freedoms. 

The only defect with these committees is that political considerations do 
interfere with the proper functioning of these committeea. 26 Furthermore, 
because of the volume of legislation that has to be passed by Parliament, not 
all legislation comes unier the effective scrutining eye of Members of Parli~ 
ment, except in a very superficial w~. Moreover, it would be rare for a 
select or ad hoe committee to consider the individual grievances of a citizen. 
"Indeed it would seldom be in order"~7 What is generally dealt with by these 
committees are matters which affect all citizens as taxp~ers or as recipients 
of services from the administration. 28 

(4) Members of Parliament - Among the varied functions performed by Members of 
Parliament, one of the traditional roles which1hey carry out is to act as a 
people's watchdog. Parliament provides the Member of Parliament with an avenue 
where he can scrutinise proposed legislation to ensure that no draconian 
legislation is passed, and also acts as a forum whereby he can raise grievances 
and difficulties faced by his constituents due to maladministration or abuse of 
power by the administration. 

23. Geoffrey Palmer, Unbridled Power (Oxford University Press, 1979), p.26. 
24. ibid, p.27. 
25. Every year Parliament appoints select and ad hoe committees not only to look 
into proposed legislation but also to receive the views of interested or affected 
parties on proposed legislation. 
26. Through its maJority in these committees, the Government is able to ensure 
that its proposals are carried through. 
27. K.C. Wheare, op. cit., p.114. 
28. ibid. 
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Objections about maladministration and abuse of power can be raised by a 

Member of Parliament in Parliament on quite a few occasions. He can raise 

questions either in the course of a debate for Returns requesting that papers 

ordocuments be placed before Parliament, or when Government presents its estimates 

or during the debates on the annual reports by departments, or on a motion for 

the adjournment of the House. Besides these opportunities, the Member of Parlia-

ment can also raise matters directly with departments. These are important 

weapons that the Member of Parliament has to confront with maladministration or 

abuse of power. 
Although there are restrictions on the number of questions or the chances of 

getting an oral reply from the minister due to the time available, questions 

raised by Members of Parliament are taken seriously by departments. 29 

But according to K.C. Wheare, this procedure has two inherent weaknesses. 
"First, the investigation is carried out by the department whose conduct is 

impinged and, secondly, it is based upon documents which are not available to the 

complainant or indeed to anyone other than the department. 1130 There is therefore 

no machinery available to the Member of Parliament to verify the truth of the 

reply given by the Minister in Parliament or by the department (where the 
Member of Parliament had directly approached the department). 

Another weakness with a Member of Parliament is that because he is elected 

to Parliament through the help of the party machinery, he is subject to strict 

party discipline. Hence, if he is a member of the governing party, he is 

expected. to assist his Minister to defend his department against allegations 

of incompetency or incapacity rather than conspire his downfall and that of the 

party by asking questions which ma3 put the Minister in an embarassing position 

in the House. Accordingly, the only criticism or questions that he will usually 

level against his Minister are those that do not transcerrl party discipline or 

embarass the Minister in Parliament. 
Moreover, question time no longer acts as a real check on the administration. 

It has been turned by the Government and the Opposition as a time to debate their 

party politics rather than the consideration of maladministration or abuse of 

power by the administration, which is not of grave significance to warrant a 

full debate. It is therefore quite obvious that debate and question time in 
Parliament does not give a real opportunity to the Member of Parliament to 

examine the activities of departments. 

29. K.C. Wheare, op. cit., p.113. 
30. ibid. 
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(5) Opposition - A watchful and constructive Opposition is an absolutely 
necessary ingredient in the successful functioning of a parliamentary democracy. 
It can, if it performs its questioning and scrutinising roles fittingly, act as 
a restraint, not only on the party in power, but also on the ad.ministration. 
Since public attention is focussed on Parliament during parliamentary debates, 
an Opposition, which is vigilant, can do a lot to help maintain the democratic 
process by alerting the public to maladministration or abuse of power by the 
Government. 

A weakness with such an attention, is that it gives rise to an Opposition 
which criticises to make political gain rather than offer constructive alternatives. 
Much time is also wasted in these debates on party policy matter, in an attempt by 
the Opposition to discredit the Government. Hence only broad policy issues with 
a high political content are usually taken up by the Opposit~on in Parliament. 
Consequently, issues that deal with maladministration or abuse of power, unless 
they can bring political advantage, are usually overlooked by the Opposition. 
As Hanson and Wiseman comment, this pre-occupation with major issues make Parlia-
ment an inapt chamber for criticising trivial administrative actions. 31 Further-
more, with ministers skilled in the art of sophism, it is unlikely that much is 
revealed in their replies to questions. This does not allow the Opposition to 
get to the root cause of problems, so-that the matter can be fully discussed. 

Although parliamentary debates have been branded as futile by many, there 
is no doubt that to some extent these debates do provide a check on the 
administration. In fact, the fear that departmental actions may be questioned 
by the Opposition in Parliament, is enough for ministers to keep a close control 
over their departments. But there is a limit to what these debates can achieve. 
Since debates seem to be predominantly based on highly sensitive political issues, 
administrative matters which deal Nith individual grievanc s naturally tend to be 
by-passed. Consequently this makes the Opposition ineffective as critics of 
governmental maladministration. 
(6) Ministers - One of the most significant means by which Parliament controls 
administrative action is through the notion of ministerial responsibility to 
Parliament. This ministerial responsibility stems from the fact that every 
minister is responsible to Parl1ament for the activities of his department. 
Through the minister, Parliamer~ is therefore able to supervise the activities 
of Government departments. However, even though ministers are responsible for 
their department~ because of the pressure of work ministers have only time to 

31. Use of Committees by House of Commons, Public Law (Autumn) (1959), p.277. 
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see that their departments carry out the policies formulated by Cabinet. 

The dey to dey running of their departments is, in practice, left to the 

permanent heads. 32 But because ministers are accountable to Parliament, they 

do take a strong interest in the activities of their departments, to make 

certain that they function without giving rise to any maJor cause of complaint 
or outcry. 

Although a minister will accept the administrative errors of his depart-

ment, he will not accept personal blame. 33 The fonner power which Parliament 

wields to dismiss or force a minister to resign for the administrative errors 

of his department has todey been lost, mainly because party discipline ensures 

that any motion of censure against a minister would not be carried through. In 

fact, in New Zealand's parli~nentary history no minister has resigned or been 

dismissed through this means. 34 This in effect has made the concept of 

ministerial responsibility to Parliament an empty notion. It also means that 

there is no effective means of sanction against a minister to ensure that he 

prevents maladministration or abuse of power by his department. 

Because the dey to dey running of the departments is left in the hands of 

permanent heads, ministers are to a large extent dependent on the departments. 

In some areas of administration the minister is not only dependent on the 

department, but is in fact controlled by it. In todey's complex departmental 

structure, no minister can hope to master all the functions or work of his 

department. Unlike ministers who come and go, departments have a security of 

tenure which enables them to build up a mass of experience and skill to deal 

with the various kinds of problems that crop up. This mass of experience and 

skill enables departments to draw up policies or comments or recommendations 

on policies suggested by the minister or others. The minister who does not 

have the skill, training and experience of the department therefore, has to 

rely heavily on the department's advice. The minister is especially vulnerable 

if the subject consists of technical issues. In such areas the minister is even 

more dependent on the advice of technical experts of departments. Because the 
minister is usually a ley person, he is in no position to examine or evaluate 

the experts' advice, unless, of course, he seeks outside advice. This reliance 

32. In the E>iucation Department, the dey to dey running of the Department is 
actually left to the four Assistant Secretaries and not the Directoi-General 

of Eiucation - who is only responsible for the general functioning of the 

department. 
33. E • . Thomas, Parliamentary Control of the Administration of Central 

Government: Fact or Fiction?, Otago Law Review, (1976), p.443. 

34. ibid. 
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can sometimes lead a minister to blindly follow the advice of his department 

and defend it in Parliament even where it is defective. 

A lack of time on the minister's part, because of his heavy responsibilities, 

may also increase the minister's dependence on the department, and add to the 

influence the department has over him arrl in his decision making. Lack of time 

also prevents a minister in making every decision of the department or attending 

to every problem that may face the department. Lack of time also prevents axiy 

close contact between the minister am. his department. 35 This therefore makes 

him quite remote from his department, and conversely more dependent on it for 

everything - from mere information to decisions on major policy matters. 

From this account, it will be seen that the minister does not have complete 

a rrl unqualified control over his ministry. Under such circumstances, even if 

Parliament questions a minister on the administrative actions of his department, 

it would be difficult for the minister to ensure that the matter is not obscured, 

obfuscated, excused or defended. 36 

All in all, it can therefore be concluded that Parliament has become an 

inefficient institution for controlling the activities of the administration or 

for granting redress to the individual aggrieved. by the inJustices of the 

bureaucracy. 

(b) Courts 
Besides Parliament there are also other institutions within the framework 

of our constitution to which a citizen can turn to protect his rights and 

freedoms against maladministration or abuse of power by the administration. 

One of these institutions is the courts. In fact the courts have always been 

regarded. as the champions of the individual's rights, liberties and freedoms 

against the arbitrary actions of the executive, long before Parliament arrived 

into the picture. The courts todey provide an important safeguard against the 

abuse of power by the administration. 
The main means through which the courts control administrative action is 

by the use of the prerogative writs of mandamus, prohibition and certiorari, 

and by the use of injunction am. declaratory judgement by whioh they can review 

administrative action. As Webb points out: 
"These remedies allow the courts, in different weys, to ensure that the 

administration only exercises authority specifically granted to it and to 

ensure that authority, duly granted to the administration, is exercised 

within the limi ta, and for the purposes, for which it was granted. 1137 

35. The minister is only able to see his departmental head onoe or twice a week. 

36. E.W. Thomas, op. cit., p.448. 
37. Richard J. Webb, op. oit., p.41. 
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In exercising their judicial review of administrative action, the courts are, 
however, wary to exceed what they perceive as their legitimate role within the 
New Zealar.d constitutional framework. Hence, where there is a clash between the 
judiciary and the executive, the judiciary are prone to back out whenever they 
feel that they mey inadvertently trespass upon an area of activity which belongs 
to the executive. 

Because of this cautious approach by the judiciary, certain restrictions 
and shortcomings have developed within the judicial process. The main short-
coming with the judiciary is that their review of administrative action is only 
limited to a review of the legality of the action, but does not involve an 
examination of the merits of the action. 38 Hence, if an administrative act, 
decision or recommendation involves a high policy element, the courts are 
especially restrained to impunge it. 39 The courts have felt that they are not 
the proper people to look into the merits of a decision if it concerns Govern-
ment policy. 

Even when review under the Judicature Amendment Act 1972 is available to the 
citizen to impinge an administrative action, there are certain procedural 
obstacles that he has to overcome before he is able to use this oourseof action. 
One of the main obstacles that the citizen has to face before he can get the 
courts to review an administrative action is that he must show to the court 
that he has "standing". Often the ad.ministration attempt to cover up their 
maladministration or abuse of power by disputing a complainant's right of appeal 
by alleging that he has no standing. 

38. Seminar on Judicial and Other Remedies Against the Illegal Use or Abuse of 
Administrative Authority1 Kandy, Ceylon, (1959), p.8. In New Zealand mal-
administration can be attacked by an application for review to the Court under 
the Judicature .Amerrlment Act 1972. It is by no means clear, however, whether 
the common law requirements for standing have been removed by Judicature Amendment 
Act 1972; see the case of Waikouaiti County Ratepayers arrl Householders Association 
v. Waikouaiti County [J97£ 1 N.Z.L.R. 600. However, the courts interpret the 
concept of "jurisdictional error" arrl the doctrine of abuse of discretion very 
widely. See the cases of Anismic v. Foreign Compensation Commission {J96i7 2 A.C. 
147 and Pad.fiel~ v. Minister of Food. 1 Agriculture and Fisheries fl.96§] A.C.997 as 
to how the courts have interpreted these two concepts; see Damages in Administrative 
Law, Fourteenth Report of the Public and Administrative Law Reform Committee, 
Wellington, New Zealand, p.3. 
39. See S.A. de Smith, Judicial Review of Administrative Action, (3rd ed., 1973), 
p.262. 
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Another restriction with which the New Zealand judiciary is burdened is the 
inability of the courts to strike down legislation passed by Parliament as 

invalid.40 The courts in America are, however, not burdl!md by this restriction. 

In addition to the above restriction, another maJor limit on the courts' 

power to control the ad.ministration is the prerogative that the executive enjoys 

on the power to pass legislations and regulations. If the Government finds that 

a decision of the court is unacceptable to them, they can move quickly to pass 

legislation to annul the decision.41 The Government, through the legislative, 

is therefore able to interfere with the judicial process. 

There are also other obstacles that a citizen has to face when he uses the 

courts to obtain redress against maladministration and abuse of power. Because 

of the heavy demands on the services of the court, complainants who seek the help 

of the court have to contend with deley-s in the detennination of disputes. The 

general emphasis in most common law countries is on procedure and deliberation 

rather than on speed.42 

These obstacles hamper the citizen in his search to protect his rights and 

freedoms and in obtaining a legal remedy against maladministration and the abuse 

of power by the ad.ministration. There is therefore a need to enlarge the scope 

of judicial review so as to enable judges to enquire into the merits of admin-

istrative acts or decisions. 

(c) Administrative Tribunals 
Partly to off-set the increase in the activity of state and the consequent 

debates between the state and the individual, and partly to lessen the burden 

of the work of the courts, administrative tribunals have been set up by Govern-

ment to adjudicate in matters that affect the citizen, in areas where the 
Government has newly moved in to regulate the activity. They therefore provide 

the citizen with another opportunity to check maladministration and abuse of 

power by the ad.ministration. But unlike the judicial system whioh relies on 

procedure and formality to provide redress, the mechanics of administrative 
tribunals is such that it relies on less fonnality and procedure but speed, 

cheapness and simplicity, to achieve administrative justice.43 

40. Geoffrey Palmer, op. cit., p.118. 
41. See Funnage v. Social Security Commission (unreported), Wellington Supreme 

Court, 12 May, 1978, M.500/77. 
42. See Seminar on Judicial and Other Remedies Against the Abuse of Admin-

istrative Authority, op. cit., p.9 (hereinafter referred to as the Kandy Report). 

43. ibid. p.10. 
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An appeal lies from the decisions of some administrative tribunals to the 
courts, ministers or to some other appeal authority. There are, however, some 
tribunals which are the final court of arbitration and from which there is no 
appeal to a higher authori ty. Whether an appeal lies to a higher authority or 
not, depends on the type and function of the tribunal. Usually no appeal lies 
from a tribunal which deals with policy oonsideration.44 

The extent of the jurisdiction that the courts have over tribunals is, 
however, superficial in that they do not usually ~rmit the courts to review the 
decisions of tribunals in regard to the merits or facts of the proceedings, but 
only to see that they do not act ultra vires or exceed the ambit of their 
jurisdiction. The rationale behind this gap in the courts' jurisdiction is 
that since they do not have experience or knowledge in administrative or policy 
matters, they do not fonn a suitable forum to deal with appeals from tribunals. 

However, there are certain drawbacks in the tribunal system. The lack of a 
general code of procedure to govern the procedure of administrative tribunals ccn 
lead to injustices. Although such a system does allow for flexibility in the 
proceedings of each tribunal to deal with its particular subject-matter, there 
is a danger that the basic elements of natural justice and equity may be over-
looked in the hope of achieving administrative expediency. In some admin-
istrative tribunals, because of the relaxed procedural requirement, complainants 
do not have a proper opportunity to present their oases or even know in advance 
what the case is against them, or even have a written decision with reasons 
given to them.45 Accordingly, the basic standards of justice are not guaranteed 
to all complainants whose cases are heard in administrative tribunals. 

In England the Committee on Administrative Tribunals and Enquiries,also 
known as the Franks Committee, which was established to look into the workings 
of administrative tribunals recommended that although no detailed procedure 
should be formulated to govern the procedure of all tribunals, individual 
tribunals should, however, have an orderly procedure. The Committee, among 
other things, also recommended that citizens should be aware of their rights, 
that adequate opportunity should be given to parties to present their cases, 
that parties be given the right to legal representation, that chainnen of 

44. No appeal lies from the Social Security Commission, Earthquake and War 
Damages Commission, Shops and Offices Commission Exemption Tribunal, The Prices 
Tribunal, Medical Advertisement Board (to name a few), cited from G.S. Orr, 
Report on Administrative Justice in New Zealand, (Government Printer, 1964), p.78. 
45. The Citizen and Power; Administrative Tribunals; A survey by the Department 
of Justioe (1965), pp. 31-40. 
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tribunals should ordinarily have legal qualifications, that appeal on a point 

of law should lie from a decision of a tribunal to the courts and that no 

statute should oust the remedies by wey of certioraii, prohibition and mandamus.46 

The Committee felt that these ingredients were necessary if the decisions made by 

the tribunal are going to be impartial, fair and open. Because of the 

inadequacies of the courts and tribunals, the Public and Administrative Law 

Reform Committee, which was set up to look into law reform in New Zealand, 

recommended that an Administrative Division of the Supreme Court be set up to 

hear appeals from specified administrative tribunals and to "exercise the 

existing jurisdiction of the court in the field of administrative law11 •
47 The 

Government accepted this recommendation, and in 1968 an Administrative Division 

of the Supreme Court (presently known as the High Court) was established so as to 

foster the progressive development of administrative law by a degree of 

specialisation. 

(d) The News Media 
Another protective mechanism that is available to the aggrieved individual 

in times of difficulty is the news media - newspapers, television and radio. In 

this regard the media has often been labelled as the fourth branch of Government 

an unelected opposition. In a democracy the role of the media is to investigate 

and research issues, to speak critically of the Government on behalf of the puolic 

and perhaps offer alternatives for future courts of action.48 

Since television, radio and newspapers are an important source of information 

to most people, a:ny administrative injustice can be made public by the press.49 

Because of the well-established democratic principles within New Zealand society, 

the Government is unlikely to ignore adverse publicity by the news media. The 

media, by publicising any maladministration or abuse of power by the admin-

istration, can thus act as an effective weapon for the public. 
The media, like the other mediums open to the citizen for protection, has 

also certain drawbacks. 

46. Report of the Committee on Administrative Tribunals and Enquiries, Cmnd.218, 

(1957) (reprinted ~65), pp.91-3. 
47. John L. Robson, "Onbudsman in New Zealand", Occasional Papers in Crimin-

ology No.11, Victoria University of Wellington (1979), p.2; see also Public and 

Administrative Law Reform Committee, Appeal from Administrative Tribunals (First 

Report) ( 1968). 
48. Richard R. Falkner, The Constitutional and Political Role of the Media, 

Seminar paper presented on 30 July 1980 (unreported). 
49. See Fitzgerald case regarding Lands Boari loan, as reported in the Evening 

Post, Thursdey, 26 June 1980. 
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Because of the severe time and. space restrictions, a large proportion of 

news collected is never presented, but is by a prooess of selection discarded. 50 

Only items of commercial value are eventually published. The news media has also 

to labour under certain legal restraints. The law of defamation is the primary 

legal restraint on the media. This is because if the media cannot prove the 

truth of its statements, it can be burdened with oppressive damages. Another 

legal restraint is contempt of court. Since the law of contempt is still vague, a 

considerable amount of information which is of public interest cannot be discussed 

by the media. 
Besides these two general laws, specific legislation like the Official 

Secrets Act 1951 which prohibiiBthe disclosure of official information also 

inhibit the media. Although the Act was passed to prevent disclosure of 

information which will be prejudicial to the state, the wide terms of the Act 

enable the ad.ministration to shield behind the Act in circumstances where it mey 

be prejudicial to it in its disputes with the public. 
As a consequen::e of these restrictions, the media has its limitations as a 

protector of the individual against administrative injustice. 

In summary, it can be said that before the expansion of Government into all 

walks of the citizen's life, the traditional constitutional safeguards -

Parliament, courts, tribunals, and the mass media - provided adequate protection 

for the individual against the ad.ministration. However, the expansion of the role 

of Government in society has meant these safeguards (which were developed at a 

time when Government was not committed to the welfare state) have become out-

dated. Because of the shift in power from the legislature to the executive, 

Parliament has lost its supreme power over the activities of the administration. 

When the ad.ministration is attacked, Cabinet is able to use its party's majority 
in Parliament to fend it off. Although the individual member has power to question 

ministers on the running of their departments, the effectiveness that he has is 

limited, either because of party discipline or a lack of means to verify the 

truth of the explanation given by the minister. The Opposition too tend~ to a 

large measure, to neglect administrative matters as it does not bring political 

advantage, as other topical issues. 
Much of central Government activity too is in the hands of bureaucrats who 

do not have to answer to Parli~nent for the actions of their agencies. 51 

Parliament has also no control over locally elected bodies, such as city councils, 

50. (Supra) note 55, p.2. 
51. For example, the New Zealand. Shipping Corporation, New Zealand Airline 

Corporation, the Bank of New Zealand., the Reserve Bank, and. the Broadcasting 
Council (the list is not comprehensive). 



hospital boards and education boards. Hence, mistakes or abuses by these 

agencies or local authorities cannot be imputed to the minister, and consequently 

the Government cannot be held responsible for the actions of these bodies. 

The courts are also inadequate institutions to deal with administrative 

injustices, since much of the work done by the administration deals with policy 

matters, over which the courts are wary to tread on. Administrative tribunals, 

although they do make up for the insufficiencies of the judiciary, have certain 

limitations themselves. Because of their composition they tend to be biased 

towards the administration. Safeguards for the individual are also lacking 

because of their lax procedure. 

These factors therefore show that the political and the legal process have 

minimal and quite ineffective control over the administration. Trere is a gap 

between the points where the political process is able to control the admin-

istration and judicial review is able to control the administration. This gap 

needs to be filled if control over the administration is to be re-established 

by Parliament. Thus, there is a need for some other checks and balances to be 

devised to properly supervise the administration and ensure that where an error 

has been committed it is quickly and speedily rectified. 

To fill this gap, the Government introduced the institution of Qnbudsman in 

New Zealand. As pointed out earlier in this paper, this institution was chosen 

because it was reasonably adaptable into the New Zealand constitutional framework, 

the method of presenting a complaint to the Qnbudsman was simple, his investi-

gating operation was informal, and the person holding the office was meant to be 

impartial and independent of the executive, the judiciary and Parliament. It 

was also felt by the Government that only an authority possessing all these 

qualities and being in a position to interpose between the minister and the 

department would be in a position to deal with injustices in a cheap and 

expeditious wa;y. 

5. The lliucation Department 
The Department of lliucation is one of the largest departments in New Zealand. 

It runs the biggest transport fleet in the country, and is also one of the 

largest publishers. It has in its employment nearly two thousand officers. The 

officers in the Department work in close association with ministers, Parlia-

mentarian and members of the public, as well as the three hundred and fifty 

statutory bodies and incorporated societies which have the responsibility of 

controlling and managing the 3,725 schools, colleges and other agencies which 
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comprise the public education system. 52 

As well as the head office in Wellington, the Department has three regional 
offices at Auckland, Wellington and Christchurch. Each of these regional offices 
have a Regional Superintendent who supervises the running of the office. 

(a) Structure 
At the top of the E:iucation Department stands the Minister of E:iuoation. 

Under the Minister comes the Permanent Head of the Department, who is the 
Director-General of E:iucation. He is a public servant and is responsible for 
the general administration of the Department. It is his duty to ensure that 
Government's policy is carried out by the Department. Below the Director-General 
come two Assistant Directors-General, whose tasks are to assist the Director-
General. The da,y to da,y running of the Department is not handled by the Director-
General or the Assistant Directors-General, but by four Assistant Secretaries. 
They are in turn helped by thirteen Directors, whose duties are to report to the 
Assistant Secretaries. 

It can be seen from the above account that the Department has three tiers of 
management: the Director-General and his deputies, the Assistant Secretaries 
and the Directors. "A portfolio system within the Director-General's group gives 
each member a specific interest in a number of key areas, so that policies, aims, 
objectives and administration ma,y be kept constantly under review. 1153 

"liJt all three levels officers exercise authorities delegated to them by 
statute, represent the Department on the very many committees concerned with 
education, and provide the public with information on achievements and issues 
within their areas of control. Responsibilities for long term planning, economy, 
co-ordination, consultation and staff ceiling controls are theirs also. 1154 

"The Department of E:iucation has very wide functions that extend over all 
levels of education from the kindergartens to the universities and over private 
as well as public institution".55 The granting of consent, approval of 
bursaries, approval of transfers are other aspects of the work of the El:lucation 
Department. 

52. Foreword by the Director-General of Etlucation, Directory of Organisation 
and Responsibilities, Department of Etlucation, Private Bag, Wellington. 
53. ibid., p.6 and 7. 
54. ibid., p.7. 
55. The Administration of E:iucation in New Zealand, Public Relations Section, 
Department of Ill.ucation, p.3. 
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The functions of the Department are derived from the fact that: 
"(1) public education is the responsibility of central Government; 

(2) its legal basis is provided in laws passed by Parliament and statutory 
regulations made by Order in Council; 
(3) its finance is authorised by Parliament on the recommendation of the 
Government of the dey; 
(4) its administration is placed by the Education Act in the hands of a 
Minister of Eiucation who is accountable, through Parliament, to the people 
of New Zealand . 11 

Basically, the Department of E:lucation acts to inform the Minister of the 
educational requirements of the country, and provides a means whereby Government 
policies regarding educational matters are expressed irto "law a:rrl practice". 
The main task of the Department is to ensure that educational facilities and 
other services are available to schools, colleges and universities so as to 
provide for the progressive developnent of education in New Zealand. 

(b) Functions 
In detail , some of the main functions of the Diucation Department, are: 

"(a) Planning and developing educational services in consultation with 
statutory and voluntary organisations; 
(b) Appropriation of public money for education and responsibility for the 
efficient and economic use of resources; 
(c) Staffing, equipping, maintenance and of upkeep of schools and other 
educational institutions; 
(d) Preparation and administration of education building programmes and 
the determination of total finance for allocation to individual works, in 
partnership with the main controlling authorities; 
(e) Recruitment, training, and re-training of teachers and the exercise of 
a measure of control over appointments, salaries, and the superannuation 
rights of teachers; 
(f) Maintenance and developnent of school transport system; 
(g) Awarding of bursaries and boarding allowances; 1156 

"(h) Controlling the correspondence school, the National Film Library, a 
psychological service, in-service training centres for teachers, some 
special schools, and certain specialist services; 1157 

56. Directory of Organisation and Responsibilities, Department of El:iucation, 
Private Bag, ellington, p.1 and 2. 
57. The Administration of Eiucation in New Zealand, op. cit., p.5. 



"(i) Publication of gazettes, circulars, magazines, news sheets, journals, 

bulletins, and text books for teachers and schools; 1158 

"(j) {.i..dvisi} the Government on policy matters, ranging from the care of 

intellectually handicapped children to the development of senior technical 

work, and on legislation concerned with education. 1159 
The El:lucation Department has thus very wide and varied functions. It is 

also a very powerful Department in that it can determine, through its advisory 

role to Government, the direction Government takes in educational issues. The 

:Ellucation Department is not the only authority which is solely responsible for 

education in New Zealand. In fact, the Department has toW>rk very closely with 

many statutory and voluntary bodies, like the education boards, University Grants 

Committee, secondary school boards, primary school committees, technical 

institutes, teachers colleges and a large number of boards and committees 

appointed to advise on particular aspects of education, so as to provide help 

and services for the maintenance and development of the education system. 

Although the Department controls the education system at the national level, 

district or local ad.ministration is in the hands of other bodies, such as: 

"(1) Education boards and school committees for primary education; 
(2) Secondary school boards for the control and managements of secondary 

schools; 
(3) Councils for teachers colleges, technical institutes and universities; 

and 
(4) Voluntary organisations for private schools, kindergartens and pley-

60 centres." 
In performing all its functions, the Department is technically accountable 

to the Minister to ensure that the public education system is efficiently managed. 

To carry out its responsibilities, the Department has a dual role: it acts as a 
61 control agency as well as an administrative arm of Government. 

To give some ideas as to the amount of work handled by the Department, the 

head office alone, on the average, handles about 1,500 written communications 

d d f f'u th . t · t ' 62 each dey, which eman s some sort o r er inves iga ion. 

58. 
59. 
60. 
61. 

Directo!:l of Or6anisation and Responsibilities, 
The Administration of :&iucation in New Zealand, 

Directory of Or6anisation and Responsibilities 1 

The Administration of :&iucation in New Zealand, 

op. ci t., 
op. ci t., 
op. ci t., 
op. ci t., 

p.2. 
p. 5-6. 
p. 2-3. 
p.16. 

62. Foreword by Director-General of :&iucation, Directory of Organisation and 

Responsibilities, op. cit. 
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Despite the delegated powers of the Department, in general the Fliucation 
Department can only act within the limitation imposed by the Diucation Act 1975, 
which created it. In other words, it cannot act outside its jurisdiction. 

Since the lliucation Department is a large Department, it is also one of 
the main departments against which allegations of maladministration and abuse of 
power have been made. A probable reason for this is that since it deals with one 
of the more important areas of Government activity, its policies and decisions 
affect a greater number of people than other less important departments. 
Although, according to the Qnbudsmen Report, 63 the Diucation Department has a 
marked increase in the number of complaints registered against it, it still 
represents only a small fraction, considering the total amount of interaction 
between the Department and the public. Moreover, the Department deals with 
rather complicated matters of policy, and also has wide discretionary powers 
vested in the Director-General of :lli.ucation, the Assistant Directors-General 
and the Assistant Secretaries. With frequent changes of policy, regulations, 
rules and procedures within the Department, it can interfere not only with the 
freedom, rights and liberties of the public but also with the teaching and 
student population. Frequent staff changes can lead to inexperienced personnel 
administering the policy of the Department. 

The lliucation Department is a very large bureaucracy, and like all monolithic 
organisations, communications within the Department can be misinterpreted or 
misread or there may even be a lacuna in communication. This can lead to various 
complications, in the manner 1n which policy is translated, decisions made and so 
on. Supervision of such a large Department is also very difficult, especially 
when the Department offices are spread over the country, and when there are so 
many employees working under the Department. Consequently, maladministration 
and abuse of power can set in. These problems are, however , not unqiue to the 
:lli.ucation Department, but are faced by all Government departments, agencies and 
local authorities. 

This is where the services of the Qnbudsman, who has the authority to 
independently review the actions of the Department, can help. 

63. Report of the Qnbudsmen, 1979, p.8. 
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~fl004 
6. The Qnbudsmen 

The Qnbudsmen Act states that the Qnbud.smen are officers of Parliament 
d . . f · t' t ' 64 1 an commissioners or inves iga ion. By imp ication, this means that the 

Qnbudsmen are neither part of the executive or the judiciary. They are appointed 
by the Governor-General on the recommendation of the House of Representatives. 
In other words, they are not appointed by the Government. Although the Government 
would have a major part in the selection of the Qnbudsmen, it is unlikely that 
any person would be appointed to the position who does not have the approval 
of all the parties in Parliament. 

The Qnbudsmen hold office for a term of five years, with rights of renewal, 
and until their successors are appointed. 65 During their term of office, the 
Qnbudsmen are not permitted to hold any other office or occupation without the 
approval of the Prime Minister. This stipulation ensures that the Qnbudsmen 
allocate all their time for the task for which they were appointed. Any Ombudsman 
may resign from his office voluntarily, but has to do so on attaining the age of 

66 72 years. 

The Governor-General has also the power to remove or suspend from office 
any Qnbudsman for disability, bankruptcy, neglect of duty, or misconduct. 67 If 
Parliament is not sitting, any Qnbudsman may be suspended by the Governor-General 
if it is proved that the Ombudsman has been guilty of disability, bankruptcy, 
neglect of duty or misconduct.68 Any such suspension becomes inoperative beyond 
two months of the next ensuing Parliamentary session if Parliament does not 
approve the suspension. Such a clause could be liable to be abused. An 

unscrupulous Government which wants to stop an investigation which may prove 
embarrassing to it may, if the Qnbudsman proves intransigent, suspend him. A 
more preferable solution may have been to give Parliament and no other person 
the right to suspend the Qnbudsman or Qnbudsmen. If Parliament is not sitting, 
then Parliament could be summoned temporarily to decide on the issue. Since the 
Parliament in New Zealand is not very large, it is not an impossible thing to do. 

If the office of Qnbud.sman falls vacant when Parliament is not sitting due 
to the death, resignation or removal of the incumbent office holder, the vacancy 

64. Qnbudsmen Act 1975, section 3(1). 
65. ibid. section 5(1) and (2). 
66. ibid. section 5(3). 
67. ibid. section 6(1). 
68. ibid. section 6(2). 
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can be filled by the Governor-General in Council, and whoever is appointed to the 

job holds office until his appointment is confirmed by Parliament. 69 If the 

appointment is not confirmed by Parliament within two months of the next ensuing 

Parliamentary session, the appointment lapses, and the position becomes vacant 
. 70 once aga.1.n. 

Under the 1975 Act, if the Chief Cmbudsman certifies that in his opinion 

an additional Qnbudsman should be temporarily appointed, either during the illness 

or absence of any Qnbudsman or for any other temporary purpose, the Governor-

General maJT make the appointment. 71 The additional Cmbudsman who is appointed 

for a temporary purpose cannot hold office for more than two years, 72 but maJ" be 
re-appointed up to a total of five years.73 

The Governor-General by Order in Council determines the salary for the Chief 

Cmbudsman and the other Qnbudsmen. 74 Each Ombudsman is also entitled to be paid 

an allowance for travelling and other expenses in accordance with the Fees and 

Travelling Allowances Act 1951. 75 

The Chief Cmbudsman has the power to appoint his own staff to carry out the 

functions, duties and powers of the Qnbudsmen. 76 This power to select his own 

staff is important to the Cmbudsmen, especially if the office is to remain 

independent and impartial against the executive. However, the number of staff 

that the Chief Qnbudsman can employ is detennined by the Prime Minister, while 

their terms and conditions of appointment are decided by the Minister of Finance. 77 

Although these tenns seem quite straightforward, it does provide the Government 

with the leverage to control the effectivenesss of the Qnbudsmen by the number 

and quality of staff they mey employ. The only safeguard that the Qnbudsmen 

have to retain their independence is the fact that their staff is not answerable 

to the Government, but only to them. 78 

69. ibid. section 7(3)(a). 
70. ibid. section 7(3)(b). 
71. ibid. section 8(1) and (2). 
72. ibid. section 8(3). 

73. ibid. section 8(4). 

74. ibid. section 9(1). 

75. ibid. section 9(6). 

76. ibid. section 11(1). 
77. ibid. section 11(2) and (3). 

78. They also have the power of publicity to preserve their independence. 
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1. Jurisdiction of the Qnbudsmen 

The principal function of the Qnbudsmen is to investigate any decision or 

recommendation made to the Government or any act done or omitted relating to any 

administrative matter and which affects any person or persons in his or its 

personal capacity due to the exercise of any power or function conferred on any 

department, organisation or authority named in the Act, or by any officer in his 
capacity as such officer, employee or member. 79 

But before an Qnbudsman can investigate a complaint, he has first to decide 

whether he has jurisdiction in the matter. As section 13, subsection (1) states, 

the Qnbudsman can only investigate a complaint if it relates to a matter of 

ad.ministration. Although most complaints which are lodged at the Wellington 

office do relate to a matter of ad.ministration in that they relate to an 

administrative act, a lot of complaints still do get rejected by the Qnbudsman. 80 

If the act is directly due to the exercise of a professional Judgement, then the 

act is outside the jurisdiction of the Qnbudsmen. Hence, it would seem that the 

work performed by doctors, lawyers, dentists, teachers, accountants, architects, 

engineers and other professionals are generally excluded from investigation of 

the Qnbudsmen, provided the decision, act, recommendation or omission is directly 
related to their professional work. The Qnbudsmen Act in fact specifically 

provides that any action of any person who acts as a legal adviser or Crown 
1 t th C 1 d d f th ~b d ' · · d · t · B 1 counse o e rown are exc u e rom e u11 u smen s Juris 10 ion. 

As Napier points out in his thesis, the Chief Qnbudsman has stated that 
"no professional judgement can exist alone and in the abstract; it must be 

preceded by and followed by other acts and decisions which are not necessarily 

of a professional nature ••••• Nevertheless, he must avoid straying into the 
82 area which properly belongs to the expert." 

If the Qnbudsmen put into practice the above interpretation of the words 

"relating to a matter of ad.ministration" in section 13 1 then it would be 

possible for the Qnbudsmen to investigate the actions of virtually all 

professionals who work for Government departments, agencies and local 
authorities through the back door. 

79. ibid. section 13(1). 
80. The reasons for this would become apparent as this paper progresses. 

81. Qnbudsmen Act 1975, section 13(7)(0). 
82. W.G.F. Napier, "Qnbudsmania Revived: The Looal Government Complaints," 

LL.M. thesis, Victoria University of Wellington (1979), p.53 at footnote 24. 
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What if the action related to a matter of policy; can the ()nbud.smen still 
investigate into the matter? In his speech given to the New Zealand Institute 
of County Clerks, Sir Guy Powles (New Zealand's first Onbudsman) stated that 
since there was nowhere in the Act where express prohibition of scrutiny of 
policy was made, he could assume therefore that if an aot related to both policy 
and administration he could examine it.83 

It would therefore seem that the New Zealand Qnbudsmen are interpreting 
their governing Act rather liberally, unlike the United Kingdom counterpart. 
However, if overseas experience is anything to go by, it is unlikely the courts 
would aocept the interpretations given by the Onbud.smen. If the oases of Booth 

v. Dillon (No.1) (1976) V.R. 1 p.291; Booth v. Dillon (No.2) (1976) V.R., p.434; 
Booth v. Dillon (No.3) (1977) V.R., p.43; and Glenister v. Dillon (1977) V.R. 151, 
where the ()nbudsmen's jurisdiction was in iaqu~, are examined, it would seem that 
the courts plaoe a rather more stricter interpretation on the words "relating to 
a matter of administration. "84 No case has arisen in New Zealand where the 
courts have been asked to interpret the expression. Through "careful pragmatism" 
the Onbud.amen have been able to produoe the aoceptable answers to both the 
complainants and the administration. (Report of the Onbud.sman (1975), p.13) 

Another element which has to be satisfied before a complaint can give rise 
to the ()nbud.smen's investigation is if a decision, reoommerrlation, aot or 
omission complained of affects a person or body of persona in his or its 
personal capacity. 'Ibis means that the person or body of persomwho have 
complained to the Onbudsmen about a departmental or organisation or local 
authority's action must be personally affected by the action if the complaint 
is to give rise to the Qnbudsmen's jurisdictions. 

83. Speech given to New Zealand Institute of County Clerks, 22.11.75 (un-
published); also quoted by W.G.F. Napier, ibid. p.9 at footnote 20; see also Sir 
Guy Powles, Aspects of the Search for Administrative Justice: with I!:rtioular 
reference to the New Zealand Qnbu:isman, W. Clifford. Clarke Memorial Lecture, 
lecture delivered under the auspices of the Canadian Institute of Public Admin-
istration (February/March 1966), p.16. 
84. For a clear picture as to how the courts interpret the ()nbudemen'e juris-
diction, see generally Brabyn J. article on the "Qnbudsman v. the Courte0 , (LL.B 
(Hon.)) Legal Writi~ Requirement, Victoria University of Wellington. 'nle oases 
referred. to above are from the state of Victoria, Australia, where the ()nbudsman 
legislation is drafted in slightly different terms to the Cmbud.smen legislation 

1975 of New Zealand. As such it is difficult to predict how a New Zealand court 
would decide if it is asked to detennine the New Zealand Onbudsmen's jurisdiction. 
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A further e~ment whioh has to be satisfied is that the action complained 
of must be against a department or organisation or local authority named in 
Parts I, II and III of the First Schedule to the Aot. If the complaint ia 
against a.ny other department, organisation or authority which is not listed in 
the First Schedule to the Aot, the Onbud.smen have no jurisdiction to ..a.eal with 
the matter. In the past a lot of complaints lodged at the On bud.amen 's office 
were rejected due to this fact. '!he Onbuismen have also no jurisdiction to 
investigate into the running of private an1 public companies or into the affairs 
of private oitizens.85 

The table below showo the number of complaints reoei ved by the Onbudsmen 
from 1970 to 1979 ani the number of complaints that were rejeoted by them as 
being outside their jurisdiction: 

Received. Rejected Percentage ReJeoted 
For the year erned 31 March 1970 759 369 48 6 
For the year erned 31 March 1971 1,107 572 51. 7 
For the year ended 31 Maroh 1972 1,135 587 51. 7 
For the year ended 31 March 1973 1,246 692 55.5 
For the year emed 31 March 1974 868 492 56. 7 
For the year ended 31 March 1975 1,163 711 61.1 
For the year ended 31 March 1976 1,315 842 64.0 
For the year ended 31 Maroh 1977 2,093 1,022 48.8 
For the year ended 31 Maroh 1978 2,010 441 21.9 
For the year erned 31 Maroh 1979 1,635 227 13.9 

It will be interesting to note at this juncture that the number of 
complaints received. by the Onbudsmen have been declining over the last couple 
of years. .Many reasons oan be attributed to this decline, but as the Onbudemen 
themselves point out in their 1979 Annual Report (p.6) perhaps it can be 
attributed to the faot that departments have set up appeal procedures within 
their organisations to deal directly with complaints from the public. 

The average rejection rate, it will be noticed from the above table, from 
1970 to 1979 was about 47.4 percent. However, this peroentage does not reveal 
the true picture. 'lbe graph below plots graphically the rejection rate of 
complaints by the Onbud.amen for the above years. It is hoped that it may 
elucidate the matter more clearly. 

85. Although the setting up of a Commerce Onbudsman to investigate into the 
monopolistic practices of companies in New Zealand may be something worth 
considering for the protection of the consumer. 
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A study of the graph shows that between the years 1970-75, before the 

jurisdiction of the Cmbudsmen was extended, the rejection rate for complaints 

was on the average about 56 percent. The years between 1975-77 saw a dramatic 

rise in the rejection rate, which climbed to a record high of nearly 65 percent 

in 1976 - the year when the Cmbudsmen's jurisdiction was extended. '!he resultant 

confusion which this must have created in the public mccy have precipitated this 

record rejection of complaints. However, in 1978 there was an equally dramatic 

drop in the rejection rate to about 20 percent, with a further fall in 1979 to 

about 13 percent. If the present rate continues, it is possible that as the 

public become more familiar with the role, functions and jurisdiction of the 

Cmbudsmen, the rejection rate for complaints would hover around the 10 percent 

range. 

Essentially, the Cmbudsmen system is a complaint based system. For the 

system to work successfully, the Cmbudsmen are dependent to a large extent on 

the public to initiate a complaint. To enable the successful operation of the 

plan, subsection (3) of section 13 provides that the Cmbudsmen can initiate an 

investigation on a complaint lodged with them from the public. The subsection 

also provides that the Cmbudsmen can initiate an investigation on their own 

motion. This method of investigation is generally used by the Cmbudsmen where 

it seems to them that an agency, department or authority is "subject to serious 

and specific allegations of maladministration," (Report of the Cmbudsmen ( 1979), 

p.10), and that in the public interest and that of the organisation they feel 

that an investigation is warranted. Another manner in which an investigation 

can be initiated by the Cmbudsmen is when a committee of Parliament refers a 

subject of a petition or a matter to which a petition relates to the Cmbudsmen. 86 

As mentioned in the earlier part of my paper, the Prime Minister can also refer 

a matter,which he considers should be investigated, to the Cmbudsmen, provided 

he has the consent of the Chief Cmbudsman. 87 Of the four methods through which 

the Cmbud.smen can initiate an investigation, the most common method through 

which most investigations are undertaken by the Cmbudsmen is when complaints 

are made to the Cmbudsmen by the public. 

It is provided in section 13, subsection (6), that no clause or provision 

in any legislation can oust the jurisdiction of the Cmbudsmen even though it is 

provided that any such decision, recommendation, act or omission shall be final, 

or that no appeal, challenge or review shall be allowed. The jurisdiction of the 

86. ibid. section 13(4). 
87. ibid. section 13(5). 
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Qnbudsmen to investigate a complaint relating to an administrative action is 
therefore unbridled. 

There are also a number of areas where the Qnbudsmen have no jursidction to 
carry out an investigation. 

The Qnbudsmen have no power to commence an investigation of a complaint 
under an act or regulation where there is a right of objection, appeal or review 
available to the complainant, on the merits of the case, to the court or tribunal, 
whether or not that right of review, bojection or appeal has been exercised in the 
particular case and whether or not any time limit for the exercise of such right 
h . d 88 as expire • 

It would seem from the above general restriction on the Qnbudsmen's juris-
diction that the intention of the legislature is to exclude the sphere of the 
Qnbudsmen's authority in cases where the complainant has other specific remedies 
available to him. However, the right to object, appeal or review has to be to a 
court or tribunal on the merits of the case, if the Qnbudsmen's jurisdiction is 
to be excluded. If the right object, appeal or review is therefore to so 
other body or authority, then the Qnbudsmen have still a right to conduct an 
investigation. 

Despite this general restriction, the proviso to section 13, subsection (?)(a), 
provides that the Qnbudsmen may still conduct an investigation notwithstanding 
such a right of appeal, objection or review, if by reason of special circumstances 
the Onbudsmen feel that it is unreasonable to expect the complainant to resort to 
such a right. As Sir Guy Powles stated in relation to the 1962 Act, the 
Onbudsman will use his discretion and look into matters even where there is a 
right of review, appeal or objection to a oourt or tribunal, unless he can see 
no reason why the complainant should not use the court or tribunal to obtain his 
redress.89 Usually the discretion will be exercised in favour of the complainant 

88. ibid. section ?(a). 
89. Sir Guy Powles, Aspects of the Search for Administrative Justice: with 
particular reference to the New Zealand Onbudsman, op. cit., p.16; according to 
Mr Castle, the Onbudsman responsible for South Island, this section has limited 
relevance to local authority complaints because there are no rights of appeal to 
a court or statutory tribunal from decisions or recommerxiations from officers, 
committees or subcommittees of local authorities, Annual Report of the Onbudsmen 

(1978), p.23. 
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in cases where disputed questions of facts are involved or where no legal aid 
is available. 90 It is possible that this is how the Qnbudsmen will exercise 
their discretion under the proviso to section 13, subsection (7)(a). 

Another area where the jurisdiction of the Qnbudsmen is excluded is where 
the act, decision, recommendation or omission is that of a person who acts as 
a trustee, within the meaning of the Trustee Act 1956. 91 From this it would 
seem that the jurisdiction of the Qnbudsmen does not cover the activities of 
the Public Trustee. 

The Qnbudsmen also lack jurisdiction to investigate into any decision, 
recommendation, act or omission of any person who acts as a legal adviser to 
the Crown, or acts as a counsel for the Crown. Through this restriction, the 
legislature has perhaps hoped that persons who advise the Crown or act as Crown 
counsels would perform their tasks without the fear of knowing that their actions 
would be investigated by the Qnbudsmen. 

''Excluded from the jurisdiction of fthe QnbudsmeE.7 is any action by the 
Police which may be the subject of a disciplinary inquiry under section 33 of 
the Police Act 1958 unless the complaint relating to that action has been made 
to the Police and the complaint has either not been investigated by the Police 
or the complainant is dissatisfied with the result of that investigation. 1192 

The jurisdiction of the Qnbudsmen is also restricted in matters which 
relate to any person who is or was a member of,or provisional entrant of, the 
Navy, Army or Air Force so far as it relates to matters which concern the terms 
and condition of such member or when it concerns an order, decision, command, 
penalty or punishment which affects the member. 93 

These restrictions therefore ensure that the Qnbudsmen do not exceed the 
scope of their jurisdiction and thus intrude upon areas for which they were not 
really intended. 

If the jurisdiction of the Qnbudsmen is in doubt, the Qnbdusmen may apply 
to the Supreme Court to determine the question. 94 It is important to note here 
that only the Qnbudsmen can take the matter up to court and no-one else if the 
Qnbudsmen's Jurisdiction is in dispute. This gives the Qnbudsmen the leverage 
to take their matter of jurisdiction to court as and when they firrl it fitting 

90. ibid. 
91. Qnbudsmen Act 1975, section 13(7)(b). 
92. John L. Robson, The Qnbudsman in New Zealand, op. cit., p.13; section 13(7)(d) 

of the Qnbudsmen Act 1975. 
93. Qnbud.smen Act of 1975, section 13(8). 
94. ibid. section 13(9). 
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to do so. 95 

Besides these general restrictions on the Qnbudsmen's jurisdiction, the 
Qnbudsmen have also been given specific authority to refuse to exercise their 
jurisdiction in a number of circumstances: 

(a) where an adequate remedy or right of appeal exist under the law or 
existing administrative practice, other than a right to petition Parliament;6 

or when having regard to all the circumstances, any further investigation is 
unnecessary; 97 

(b) where the matter complained of has been known to the complainant 
twelve months prior to the complaint;98 

(c) where the subject-;-natter is trivial; 99 

(d) where the complaint is frivolous or vexatious or not bona fide; 100 

(e) where the complainant is not sufficiently personally affected by the 
subject-;-natter of the complaint. 101 

"In any case where an Qnbudsman decides not to investigate or make further 
investigation of a complaint he shall inform the complainant of that decision, 
and shall state his reasons therefor." 102 

The Qnbudsmen will usually refuse to exercise their jurisdiction under 
section 17(1) where the complainant has, under the law or existing administrative 
practice, a right of appeal to a minister, a Member of Parliament, a local 
authority or even a union. 103 If a department is reviewing an act, omission, 
recommendation or decision complained of, the Qnbudsmen will also refuse to 
exercise their jurisdiction, unless they feel that the decision reached by the 
department, after the review,is unsatisfactory. The Qnbudsmen generally insist 
that complainants exhaust their right of appeal in a department to the fullest, 
before they contemplate to intervene in the matter. If the complaint is in 
regards to the terms and conditions of employment, then the Cmbudsmen will again 
refuse to exercise their jurisdiction if the union to which the complainant 
belongs can handle the matter adequqtely. Only when the Qnbudsmen feel that it 
would be unreasonable to require the complainant to resort to a minister, a 

95. In the 1979 Annual Report of the Qnbudsmen, the Chief Qnbudsman gives an 
instance where his jurisdiction was challenged. However, the department which 
challenged his jursidiction abandoned its case after seeking legal opinion. As 
a result, the matter did not go to court. 

96. ibid. section 17(1)(a). 
91. ibid. section 17 ( 1 )(b). 
98. ibid. section 17(2). 

99. ibid. section 17(2)(a). 
100. ibid. section 17(2)(b). 
101. ibid. section 17(2)(0). 
102. ibi1. section 17 ( 3). 
103. tl.G.F. Napier, op. ci t., p.65. 
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Member of Parliament, a local authority or his union, will they decide to 
intervene on behalf ot the complainant. "The possible low chance of success 
of the available remedy itself does not make the remedy unreasonable. 11104 The 
Qnbudsmen find it necessary to place these restrictions on complainants, so that 
they can spend more time on more deserving cases, considering the limited time 
and staff available to them. 

Under section 17(2), the Qnbudsmen will generally refuse to exercise their 
jurisdiction where the complaint has already been redressed during the court of 
the investigation, where the complainant had knowledge of the complaint for more 
than twelve months, where the person or department complained against will be 
prejudiced or where the complainant has little or no personal interest in the 
complaint, or where the complaint is frivolous or vexatious. In the experience 
of the Qnbudsmen, vexatious or frivolous complaints have so far been minimal. 105 

Although the Qnbudsmen have the authority not to exercise their jurisdiction 
where the complaint is of a trivial nature, in general the Qnbudsmen still 
investigate these matters for the simple reason that what mey appear trivial may 
eventually turn out to be a matter of major importance. 106 • According to Napier, 
"If the i5nbudsmen weri/ to undertake an investigation [in cases where there was 
a right of appear theiJ would then be making a parallel enquiry in direct conflict 
with the "last resort" character of the institution. 11107 

A high percentage of the complaints that are made to the Qnbudsmen are 
usually declined by them or discontinued by them after investigation on one or 
other of the above grounds, in section 17. Even though a considerable amount of 
complaints are rejected. by the Qnbudsmen, where possible the staff at the 
Wellington office usually volunteer to these complainants as to how best they 
could go about resolving their various problems. 

Under section 15, subsection (1), Parliament can make rules to govern the 
workings of the Onbudsmen and mey at any time in like manner revoke or vary any 
such rules. Under such rule-making power, Parliament can authorise the Qnbudsmen 
to make public reports relating generally to the exercise of their functions or on 
any particular case or cases investigated. by them, even though such reports have 
not been laid before Parliament. 108 

104. ibid. p.69. 
105. The Annual Report of the Qnbudsmen (1978), p.23. 
106. ibid. 
107. W.G.F. Napier, op. cit., p.65. 
108. Qnbud.smen Act 1975, section 15(2); see Qnbudsmen Rules 1962. 
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Complaints to the Onbudsmen have to be in writing. 109 At present there 
is no fee attached to the making of such complaints, unlike before where a fee 
of two dollars had to accompany the making of each complaint. The reason for 
the abolishment of this fee was probably to ensure that the Onbudsmen were more 
readily available to the public. 

Complaints from persons in prison or from persons in institutions under 
the Mental :-Iealth Act 1911 are to be forwarded to the Onbuienen unopened. Through 
this wey, Parliament has hoped to protect the rights of people from these 
institutions who complain to the Onbudsmen without being subjugated to the fear 
that they will be liable to retribution from the officials who run these 
institutions. 

8. The Investigatory Mechanics of the Onbudsmen 
The Onbudsmen have deliberately tried to avoid making any rules and 

regulations in the conduct of their investigation, in order to make their office 
as accessible as possible to the public at large. The wisdom of such a philosophy 
is good, as the purpose of the Onbud.smen should be to detennine the substance of 
the complaint and not whether the right procedural steps have been followed in 
the lodging of the complaint. 

The procedure used by the Ombudsmen to deal with complaints is thorough, 
informal and quick. This involves the investigating officer working closely with 
the Qnbudsmen when carrying out their enquiries. 

A great deal of the work of the Onbudsmen and his staff involve personal 
contact, even before a written complaint is lodged and an investigation started. 
Often a discussion is necessary with the complainant so as to articulate a 

1 · t · · t t f h · h l · t unab 1 e to do • 11 O comp ain in wri en onn, w ic many comp ain s are 

When a complaint is received at the Wellington office, an investigating 
officer deals with it; to determine whether the complaint comes within the 
Onbudsmen's jurisdiction. If the complaint is clearly not within the Onbudsmen's 
jurisdiction the complaint is rejected and the complainant is informed as to why 
the complaint falls outside the Qnbudsmen's jurisdiction. If he thinks that 
the complaint falls within the Qnbudsmen's jurisdiction, then he proceeds to 
make preliminary enquires to see whether any of the restrictions on the 
Qnbudsmen will disqual. ify the complaint from being taken up by the Onbudsmen. 
Usually this involves a question as to whether there are any rights of objection, 

109. Qnbudsmen Act 1975, section 16(1). 
110. Annual Report of Qnbudsmen (1979), p.13. 
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appeal or review to the court or tribunal. If there is a:ny uncertainty raised 

by the facts of the case, the officer mey contact the appropriate department 

concerned or the complainant to detennine more facts about the complaint. 

Sometimes this mey even involve an interview with the complainant or depart-

mental officials, but usually it is through written communication. Usually such 

preliminary enquiries are necessary so as to establish the full facts of the 

case, because in most instances complaints are not that straightforward that a 

f 11 . t. t . b d · d · t 1 111 u inves iga ion can e commence imme ia e y. 

If the preliminary enquiry reveals that the complaint fallsoutside the 

Jurisdiction of the Qnbudsmen or is unjustified the complaint is again rejected. 

The complainant is once again informed of the decision and as to the reasons for 
the rejection. 

But if the preliminary investigation confinns that the complaint comes 

within the Qnbudsmen's jurisdiction, the officer then sees if the complaint can 

be distinguished from other cases already handled by the Qnbudsmen. 

Only when such complaints cannot be distinguished from other cases, or 

where the complaint is completely novel, does the officer undertake a full 

investigation. 

Quite a few of the complaints demand extensive investigation, but most of 

the complaints can be disposed of quickly. Where personal hardship is experienced 

the Qnbud.smen and their staff attend to the complaint immediately so as to bring 

it to an end quickly. But if the complaint involves property rights or money, 

then they take their place on the list. The average time taken to dispose of a 
112 case is between 6 - 8 weeks. However, some take a longer time. A main 

factor why some cases take a long time to be disposed of is the time taken by 

some departments, local authorities and agencies to furnish replies to the 

Qnbud.smemor their staffli enquiries. Sometimes the fault mey even lie with the 

complainant, who takes a long time to reply to the Qnbudsmen's questions. 
Moreover, the small staff at the Wellington office (and the Auckland and 

Christchurch offices) also mean that the staff of the Qnbudsmen are fully 

extended. 113 In adi ition to the complaints which are recorded, the staff under 
the Qnbud.smen also attend to a lot of miscellaneous inquiries by letter, telephone 

and in person; ma:ny of which are outside the Qnbud.smen's Jurisdiction. 

111. W.G.F. Napier, op. cit., p.52. 
112. Annual Report of the Qnbud.smoo ( 1970). 

113. ibid. 
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The basic principle involved in the investigative procedure used by the 
Qnbudsmen office in New Zealand is to invite "departments to co-operate in the 
investigation of complaints against themselves," 114 unlike in the United Kingdom 
where the Commissioner and his staff conduct the investigation themselves by 
visiting the departments and examining the files. Although the procedure used 
by the Qnbudsmen to conduct their investigations is liable to be abused by the 
administration, in the sense that it could leave out of their investigation 
evidence which mey be prejudicial to them, so far such cases have been minimal~ 15 

Another practice of the Qnbudsmen in New Zealand is to encourage, as far as 
possible, direct negotiation between the complainant and department concerned, 
without getting too involved themselves. This therefore obviates the need to have 
a large staff under them, as is needed by the Commissioner in the United Kingdom. 

This system of investigation used by the Qnbudsmen in New Zealand can only 
work if the administration was run with candour and honesty, and with a sense of 

116 mission, to the people it was set up to serve. 

Staff at the Qnbudsmen's office also make frequent trips to different parts 
of the country to meet with potential complainants or to provide advice to the 
local residents. 117 Such visits are usually publicised in advance with the help 
of local newspapers or radio stations. A by-product of such visits is that they 
enable the Qnbudsmen to publicise the work they do. 

As the Qnbudsmen point out in their Annual Report for 1977, experience has 
revealed that many complaints arise out of the inadequate communication between 
the departments, agencies and local authorities and the individual. The 
Qnbudsmen and their staff have therefore made it a practice to have as much 
personal contact as possible, by either seeing their complainants personally 
or visiting the place of the complaint. Through this process the Qnbudsmen 
have tried to bridge the communication gap between the department or agency or 
local authority and the individual. 

This communication gap, however, cannot be bridged if the Qnbudsmen have 
no rapport with the administration. The Qnbudsmen have therefore tried to keep 

114. Annual Report of the Qnbudsmen (1975), p.13. 
115. In any case because departmental files are made available to the Qnbudsmen 
and their staff in New Zealand, abuse of the above kind is minimised. 
116. Annual Report of the Qnbudsmen ( 1975), p.13. 
117. Annual Report of the Onbudsmen (1979), p.13; since Wellington is the capital 
city, most of the departmental offices are-there, and the Qnbudsmen or their staff 
are seldom required to travel outside the city for investigative purposes in 
respect of departmental complaints. 
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close liaison and consultation with departmental officials, officials of agencies 
and local authority officials in the hope that such a relationship will help in 
the resolution of disputes between the public and the administration. 

If the C)nbudsmen feel that a complaint comes within their jurisdiction, 
they can commence their investigation proper. The Qnbud.smen Act 1975, section 
18, subsection (1), provides that before the Qnbudsmen can carry out an 
investigation they shall inform the departmental head of the department affected, 
or the principal head of the organisation affected, of their intention to make 
the investigation. Every investigation by the Qnbudsmen is expressly stated by 
the Act to be conducted in private and not public. 118 Once the departmental 
head or the principal head of the organisation affected, as the case mey be, have 
been informed, the Qnbudsmen can carry out their investigation in a:ny manner, as 
pointed out earlier, they think fit. 119 No person has a right per se to be heard 
by the Qnbudsmen, but if the Qnbudsmen are of the opinion that a:ny report or 
recommendation that they mey make will adversely affect a:ny department, 
organisation or person, then such a department, organisation or person has to 
be given an opportunity to be heard. 120 The Qnbud en m~ also consult with 
a:ny minister at a:ny stage of their investigation. 121 But if the minister so 
requests, or if an investigation deals with a recommendation made to a minister, 
the Qnbudsmen are bound to consult with the minister after completing their 
investigation and before they have fonned a final conclusion. 122 The Qnbudsmen 
are under the same obligation when their investigation deals with a 
recommendation mcrle to the meyor or chairman of a local authority. But in this 
case the Qnburl smen have a duty to consult with the meyor or chairman of the 
local authority concerned. 123 This is an unnecessary restriction on the Qnbuds-
men's powers for it provides an opportunity for indirect political pressure to be 
applied on the Qnbudsmen by the executive. 124 

118. Qnbudsmen Act 1975, section 18(2). 
119. ibid. section 18(3). 
120. ibid. 
121. ibid. section 18(4). Al though the Qnbudsmen can consult with a minister, 
they have no power to question a minister's decision. It is a major weakness 
in the New Zealand. Qnbudsmen's power. This means that a minister's decision, 
right or wrong, cannot be subject to an independent review. 
122. ibid. section 18(4). 
123. ibid. section 18(5). 
124. On the other hand, it gives an opportunity for a decision to be altered 
before a recommendation stage is reached. This is particularly relevant where 
the minister's decision differs from department's recommendation - if so, the 
Qnbud.smen cannot criticise the department - but must indirectly persuade the 
minister. 



If the Ombudsmen find after their investigation that there has been a 
breach of duty or some misconduct on the part of any employee, they are to be 
referred to the appropriate authority concerned. 125 

It can therefore be seen that apart from minor restrictions on the 
Ombudsmen, they are free to ad.opt any procedure they think fit to conduct an 
investigation. 

The Ombudsmen have also been granted certain powers so as to enable them 
to carry out their investigations without any hindrance. They can summon and 
examine on oath any officer, employee or member of any authority or department, 
who they feel can supply them with the requisite information, all complainants, 

126 and, with the Attorney-General's approval, any other person. Crown privilege 
does not apply to the Ombudsmen's investigation and they can comma.rrl the 
production of all documents which they feel is necessary to assist them in their 
investigation. '!here is an exception to this; where any person is bound to 
maintain secrecy due to any enactment, other than the State Services Act 1972 
and the Official Secrets Act 1951. In such situations the person is not obliged 
to disclose any information or document if such disclosure would be prejudicial 
to his obligation for secrecy. 127 It is provided, however, that every person 
who is bound to give information to the Ombudsmen, has the same privileges in 

l t . t th . . f . f t · · f th · t · t 128 re a ion o e giving o in orma ion as i ey were w1 nesses in cour. 
Any evidence given by any person is not admissible against him in any court, 
except in circumstances where proceedings for perjury have been instituted against 
him under the Crimes Act of 1961. 129 No person can be prosecuted under the 
Official Secrets Act 1951 or any enactment due to his compliance with any 
requirement of the Ombudsmen under section 19. 130 The Ombudsmen can at their 
discretion allow the payment of witnesses' fees, as if any person who appears 
before them were a witness in a court. 131 

Although the Ombudsmen can have access to a wide range of infonnation and 
documents, there are certain infonnation or documents or paper or things which 
are classified as non-<lisclosable, unless the Attorney-General approves of it by 

125. ibid. section 18(6). 
126. ibid. section 19(2). This power is seldom utilised by the Ombudsmen for fear 
that they mey turn their information investigatory procedure into an interrogation 
or inquisition. 
127. ibid. section 19(3). 
128. ibid. section 19(5). 
129. ibid. section 19(6). 
130. ibid. section 19(7). 
131. ibid. section 19(8). 
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the issuing of his certificate. The instances when the certificate of the 
Attorney-General is needed before any of the classified information, document, 
paper or thing can be produced is when the disclosure of any of the above: 

(a) might prejudice the security, defence or international relations of 
New Zealand or the investigation or detection of offences; or 
(b) might involve the disclosure of Cabinet deliberations; or 
(c) might involve the disclosure of Cabinet proceedings or of any 
proceedings of any Cabinet committee, which are of a secret or confidential 
nature and would be injurious to the public interest. 132 

Subject to the above limited restriction on the Qnbudsmen's power of access to 
information, document, thing or paper, Crown privilege does not apply to any 
investigation or proceedings before the Qnbudsmen. 133 In this respect, it will 
be noticed that the Qnbudsmen have wider powers of access to official infonnation 
than even the courts, provided the Attorney-General uses his veto powers sparingly. 

In reality the Qnbud.smen do not have to invoke their wide powers of 
investigation. In practice, because the Qnbud.smen have been able to develop a 
close working relationship with Government departments, agencies and local 
authorities they have been able to gain their trust and confidence. As a result 
departments, agencies an:i. local authorities are quite willing to pennit the 
Qnbudsmen or their staff to enter their premises 134 and inspect their files an:i. 

documents in a spirit of goodwill and helpfulness. 

Notwithstanding the fact that the Qnbudsmen have access to a wide range of 
official information, they have to maintain secrecy in respect of all information 
they receive, except where disclosure is necessary to help them in their duties. 

Section 21, subsection (1), provides that the Qnbudsmen and their staff have 
to maintain secrecy in regard to all information that comes to their knowledge 
in the exercise of their functions. Only information which is necessary for 
purposes of an investigation or in order to establish the grounds for their 
conclusion or recommendation can be divulged by the Qnbudsmen. 135 There is an 

132. ibid. section 20(1). 
133. ibid. section 20(2). 
134. Section 27 of the Qnbudsmen Act grants power to the Onbud.smen to enter the 
premises of departments, agencies and local authorities to conduct their invest-
igation. The Qnbud.smen have to infonn the permanent head or principal admin-
istrative officer of the department or organisation, as the case mey be, of such 
entry. The Attorney-General can, however, exclude such entry if he considers that 
it may prejudice the security, defence or international relations of New Zealand. 
135. Qnbudsmen Act 1975, section 21(4). 
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exception to this power to divulge by the Ombudsmen, when the information deals 
with matters which may prejudice the security, defence or international relations 
of New Zealand or the investigation or detection of crime or the deliberations of 
Cabinet; in such circumstances the Qnbudsmen have no power to divulge such 
. f t · 136 in orma ion. 

In every case where an investigation has been completed by the Ombudsmen, 
a preliminary opinion is formed. Both parties who are involved in a complaint 
are informed of the preliminary decision, but only the party to whom the opinion 
is unfavourable is informed of the contents of the opinion, to give the party an 

137 opporturu.ty to rebut and show cause as to why the opinion should not be maintained. 
If no further comment is forthcoming from the party to whom the unfavourable 
opinion has been given, the Ombudsman then forms a final opiru.on. Both parties 
are then informed of the opinion and the reasons for the conclusion. 138 

Although the Ombudsmen can carry out an investigation, they have no power 
to alter any decision reached by a Government department, agency or local 
authority to which the complaint relates. The only power they have is to merely 
report and recommend on their investigation and the conclusion they have reached. 
Though it may be said that the power to recommend is no substitut e for the 
authority to alter a decision, the recommendations that the Ombudsmen make and 
the pursuing publicity that is given to these recommendations do carry considerable 
weight, 139 and is usually in itself enough to exert sufficient pressure on 
departments, agencies and local authorities to make them change their decision 
or at least reach a compromise between them and the complainants. 140 

Whenever the Ombudsmen or their staff are confronted by hard cases, the 
problem has been solved by greater and more thorough investigation. This goes 
to show the dedication the Ombudsmen and their staff put into their work in order 
to help the citizen cope with his/her difficulties with the state machinery. 
Since the establishment of the Qnbudsmen office the number of justified complaints 
has hovered around the 20 to 30 percent of the total number of complaints 
ha.ndled by the office each year. This percentage has remained reasonably steady, 
even though in some years the total number of complaints received has tended to 
fluctuate. 

136. ibid. 
137. .G.F. Napier, op. ci t. 
138. Under subseotion(2) of section 24, the Ombudsmen are required by law to 
inform the complainant of the results of an investigation. 

139. This is because no Government department, agency or local authorj Ly like to 
be portrayed to the public in a bad light. 
140. This would become more apparent as the cases dealt with by the Ombudsmen, 
in regard to the Eiucation Department, are discussed in the later part of this 
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After making an investigation the Qnbudsmen mey conclude that the decision, 
recommendation, act or omission complained of was unfair on a number of grounds: 

(a) That it is contrary to law; or 
(b) that it is unreasonable, unjust, oppressive, or improperly dis-
criminatory, or was in accordance with a rule of law or a provision of any 
act, regulation, or bylaw or practice that is or mey be unreasonable, unjust, 
oppressive, or improperly discriminatory; or 
(c) that it was based on a mistake of fact or law; or 
(d) that it was wrong; 141 or 
(e) that it was made in the exercise of a discretionary power used for an 
irrelevant or improper purpose or on the taking into account of irrelevant 
considerations, or that reasons for the decision should be given. 142 

Hence the type of conclusion the Qnbudsmen can come to in theory are vast and 
flexible and can cover not only the small instances of maladministration such as 
deleys in replying to correspondence but also major types of maladministration 
like errors in decision making arrl also instances where there have been abuses 
of power. 

If a decision, recommendation, act or omission seem to them, after their 
investigation, to have adversely affected a complainant they can ooncluie that 
it was either unjust or unreasonable; if the complainant was treated differently 
from other persons the Qnbudsmen can conclude that the complainant was treated 
oppressively or discriminately; if the department, agency or local authority was 
to make a decision, recommendation, act or omission in accordance with a law or 
practice the Qnbudsmen can still impinge it if they feel that the decision, 
recommendation, act or omission was based on a misinterpretation of a law or 
had not taken into account all the relevant facts. Finally, the Ombud smen can 
also attack a decision, recommendation, act or omission on the simple ground 
that it was "wrong". This is a wide-reaching word, and gives the Qnbudsmen a 
great deal of freedom to investigate, comment and review an administrative action. 

If it is a discretionary power which is what is complained against, the 
Qnbudsmen can attack it if they find that the discretionary power has been 
exercised for an improper purpose or on the taking into account ofirrelevant 
considerations . 143 

141. Qnbudsmen Act of 1975, section 22(1). 
142. ibid. section 22(2). 
143. It should be noted that the courts too usually strike down a discretionary 
power if they think it was exercised for an improper purpose or on tacing into 
account irrelevant considerations. 
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The Qnbudsmen can also comment on the fact that reasons should be given to 
the complainant on the reasons for a decision, especially in cases where no 
review or appeal rights are available to the complainant. As many administrative 
decisions interfere or are considered by many people to interfere with the 
citizen's rights, it should be imperative that reasons are given, so that the 
citizen can work out in his mind that the decisions have not been arrived at 
arbitrarily. If appeal or review rights are available to the citizen, it could 
also enable him to decide for himself the chances of his success. As the 
Qnbudsman for South Island complaints, Mr L.J. Castle, said: 

"Reasoned opinions will encourage public confidence in the administrative 
process. Reasons act as a check on the exercise of discretion and will 
ensure that the authority has performed its function of considering relevant 
factors. Reasons should prevent arbitrary action. Finally the disclosure 
of those criteria upon which a discretion is exercised is the most valuable 
aspect of reasoned opinions." 144 

It can thus be seen that Parliament has given the power to the Cmbudsmen 
to comment on every type of maladministration or abuse of power in whatever 
imaginable form it may manifest itself in the administration. 

Although "the phrasing in section 22 is designed to be used after an 
Qnbudsman has completed his enquiry, in practice, however, these phrases are 
frequently utilised at the start of or during substantive investigation." 145 
According to Napier this practice is proper, as it is necessary for the Qnbudsman 
in classifying a complaint and in bringing it within his sphere of jurisdiction 
to point out to the department concerned what is actually alleged by the 
complainant. 146 

In an indirect manner, section 22 provides the Qnbudsmen with the authority 
to ensure that in the decision making process officials who are in control of 
department; agencies and local authorities have concern and consideration for 
the human element it would involve. As Mr L.J. Castle points out: 

144. 
145. 
146. 
147. 

"The culture of and respect for human digrn ty demand from the public 
official a serious and profound consideration of the actual situation of 
his or her fellow citizen - a permanent consciousness of his fellow being. 
A consistent attempt must be made to approach every problem from the human 
angle•" 147 

Annual Report of the Qnbudsmen 1979, p.21. 
Ii .G.F. Napier, op. cit., p.113. 
ibid. 
Annual Report of the ()nbudsmen 1979, p.21. 
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If the Qnbudsmen come to the conclusion that the decision, recommendation, 

act or omission was unlawful, unreasonable, unJust, oppressive, discriminatory, 

based on a mistake of law or fact, wrong or if it was exercised for an improper 

purpos~ or on the taking into account of irrelevant considerations or that 

reasons should be given, then ~hey mczy recommend to the department, agency or 

authority concerned: 
"(a) that the matter should be referred to the appropriate authority for 

further consideration; or 

(b) that the omission should be rectified; or 

(c) that the decision should be cancelled or varied; or 

(d) that axry practice on which the decision, recommendation, act or 

omission was based should be altered; or 

(e) that any law on which the decision, recommendation, act or omission 

was based should be reconsidered; or 

(f) that reasons should have been given for the decision; or 

(g) that axry other steps should be taken." 148 

Through these recommendations, the Qnbudsmen are therefore in a position not only 

to secure redress for the individual in a wide area of Government activity but is 

also able to recommend. to the Government "improved methods of administration, and 

revisions in departmental rules and in legislation". 149 

Once the Qnbud.smen have completed their investigation, they must report their 

recommendation and the reasons for it to the department or organisation concerneJ?O 

They oan then request the department or organisation referred to in their report 

to advise them within a specified time as to the proJ oo ed steps they intend to 

take to amend the situation. 151 A copy of the report has also to be sent to the 

minister in charge of the department or to the mczyor or chairman of the authority 
152 or agency concerned. If no further action comes about as a result of their 

report, the Qnbud.smen at their discretion and after consideration of any depart-

148. Qnbud.smen Act of 1975, section 22(3). 

149. Report by Justice, Our Frettered Qnbud.sman, Justice (1977), p.25. 

150. Qnbudsmen Act of 1975, section 22(3). These reports are made by the Qnbud.smen 

when after an investigation they find that the complaint is justified. In practice 

they also make a report, even in cases where the complaints are not justified. 

If a complaint is abandoned or rectified in the course of an investigation, then 

no reports are made by the Qnbudsmen, but the investigation is merely discontinued. 

151. ibid. 
152. ibid. 
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ment's or agency's, as the case mey be, comments, forward a copy of their report 
and the comments sent in by the department or agency concerned to the Prime 
Minister and thereafter to Parliament. 153 In the case of local authorities, 
where the Qnbudsmen have prepared a report, they mey send to the principal 
administrative officer of the authority concerned a written summary of the 
contents of their report and require that copies of it be made available to 
the public. 154 However, before a written summary of their report is sent to 
the local authority, the Onbudsmen have to send a copy of the summary in draft 
form, including in the oummary any comments made by the local authority to the 
Qnbudsmen,for the local authority's perusal. 155 

If a report is unfavourable to any person he has to be given an opportunity 
to comment on it. 156 Usually a draft copy of the report is sent to the person 
affected for his comments, before a final report is prepared and sent to the 
department, minister, meyor or chairman concerned, as required by subsection (3) 
of section 22. 157 It is probable that this provision was included in the Act 
to enable civil servants who were specifically named by the ()nbudsmen in their 
report to retort to any allegations of misconduct or abuse of power before the 
report is published. 

The ()nbudsmen are also obliged, in addition to making a report to the 
department, minister, meyor or chairman to inform the complainant of the results 

f th . . t. t. 158 o eir inves iga ion. 

The report made by the Qnbudsmen to the department, agency or local 
authority concerned, usually contains the Onbudsmen's recommenriation to t~e 
complaint in hand and suggests weys in which it could be solved. 

The proceedings of the Qnbudsmen are protected from challenges from any 
quarter by the provision that it cannot be questioned for lack of form. The 
only ground on which the Qnbudsmen's proceedings can be impinged is that the 
Qnbudsmen have exceeded their jurisdiction. 159 Otherwise, no proceedings of th~ 

100 Onbudsmen can be challenged, reviewed, quashed or called in question in any court. 

153. ibid. section 22(4) and (5). 
154. ibid. section 23(1). 
155. ibid. section 23(2). 
156. ibid. section 22(7). 
157. W.G.F. Napier, op. cit., p.87. 
158. Qnbudsmen Act 1975, section 24(2); see also footnote 128. 
159. ibid. section 25. 
160. ibid. 
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It the oourts oan quash any excess jursidiction by the Onbud.aen, it would 
therefore seem that to a limited erlent they have a supervisory t\mction over 
the Onbud.8Dlen, albeit restricted., as only the Qabudsmen can take the issue ot 
their jurisdiotion to oourt. 161 

Bo proceedings, oivil or criminal, exoept um.er the Official Seorets Aot 
1951, oan lie against any Onbudsman or any otfioer appointed by the Chief 
Qnbu:isman for performing their duty, exoept where their actions were oarried 
out in bad faith. 162 Similarly, no Qabu:ieman or any officer working unier him 
oan be oalled upon to testify in any jud.ioial prooeedings, in respect ot any 
knowledge vhioh they have acquired in the course ot their duties. 163 

!rJ3 person who appears before the Qnbu:ismen in the course ot any inquiry 
or prooeedings to present any evidence, paper, docllJllent or thing are protected 
to the same erlent as if they had appeared. before a. court. 164 

To prevent any action tor defamation and to enable the Onbudemen to carry 
out their task fearlessly, any report published by the Qabud.amen is deemed to be 
an official report for the purposes ot the Defamation Act 1954. 

The Qnbu:iamen oan delegate any of the powers they have, with the prior 
approval of the Prime Minister, to any o!!ioer holding office under them, except 
the power ot delegation itself and the power to make any report. 165 '!he delegated 

166 power, however, oan be revoked at will by the Qnbudsmen. J.ny power that i• 
delegated oan take a general or speoific form 167 and continues to be operative 
even though the Onbudsman ma_y oease to hold office. 168 

Sinoe the Onbudemen are officers of Parliament, the Ombudsmen Act requires 
that the QablXlemen make an annual report to Parliament on the exercise of their 
tu.notions. 169 In ad.di tion to this power to make annual reports to Parliament, 
the QablXlsmen have also been authorised 170 to publish reports whioh relate 
generally to the exercise of their tunotions or to any oaae or oues investigated 
by them in the interest of any person or department or organisation, whether or 
not the matters dealt with in suoh report have already been the subjeot of a 

161. ibid. seotion 13(9). 
162. ibid. seotion 26( 1 ){a). 
163. ibid. section 26(1)(b). 

164. ibid. section 26(2). 

165. ibid. section 28(1). 
166. ibid. section 28(3). 
167. ibid. aeotion 28(4). 
168. ibid. section 28(5). 
169. ibid. seotion 29. 
170. See OnblXi•en Aot 1975, seotion 15(2), and Qabudamen Rules 1972, Statutory 

Regulations/208; see also footnote 100. 
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report to Parliament. 'Dle power to aake these reports is very important to the 
Qnbudsmen, as most of their clout to fight against maladministration and abuse 
of power by the administration is derived from this. A• a result of thia 
provision, the Onb'Udsmen are thus able to release statements to the press and 

thereby highlight 8ZlY injustioe or 11alpractice that they llaJ' come aoroas. 171 

The annual reports to Parliament perfonn a dual function. They allow 
Parliament not only to scrutinise the work of the Qnbudemen but they also provide 
Parliament with another opportunity to examine the work of' Govenunent departments 
and most importantly that of public agencies and looal authorities (over whioh 
they have very little control). 172 

In the annual reports made by the Onbudamen to Parliament, the Onbudamen 
have allocated a large part of these to highlightiil8 important oases that they 
dealt with over the particular year. In order to maintain anonymity, the names 
of complainants are not disclosed, but the names of Government departments, 
publio agencies and looal authorities are published. This practice of the 
On bud.em en is quite effeoti ve, for al though it acts as a sanoti on against the 
administration in the sense that it oan ensure that they function, as tar as 
possible, without any maladministration or abuse of power, it proviies protection 
to the individual in the sense that their names are not disclosed, thereby 
encouraging people to oome forward with their oomplaints. 

Any person who wilfully obstructs the Onbudsmen or who wilfully fails to 
comply with the lawful requirements of the Onbudsmen, or who makes a false or 
misleading statement, commits an offence under the Aot and is liable to a fine 
of' up to two hundred dollars. 173 

flle Governor-General has the power by Order in Council to expan:l or alter 
the list of departments, agenoies and looal authorities in Parts I, II and III 
of the First Sohedule to the 1975 Aot, over whioh the Qnbudsmen oan exeroise 
their jurisdiction. 174 

171. Quite often the Onbuismen release directly to the press summaries of oases 
which they have investigated, am whioh they :feel need to be highlighted. 
172. Although in praotioe very little use is msde of the Onbudamen's Reports by 
Members of Parliament to scrutinise the work of Government departments - perhaps 
because they do not deal with highly politically contentious issues; see Larry B. 
Hill, The Model Onbudaman; institutionalizing New Zealand's demooraUo experiment, 
Prinoeton, N.J., Prinoeton University Press (1976). 
173. Onbud.saen Aot 1975, aeotion 30. 
174. ibid. section 32. 
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SECTION 5 
How Bf':t'eotive Have the Qnbuiamen Been? 
To determine the effeotiveneee of the Qnbudanen, we have to turn to the 

annual reports ani examine some of the oase notes whioh have been published. 
In the areas within their juried.iotion, it seems, from the oases they have 
investigated, that they have been reasonably effeotive. An attempt Will there-
fore be made here to assess the influenoe the Qnbudanen have had over the 
administration by an examination of the oases they have dealt With involving 
the E:iuoation Department. 175 
10. Review of Cases Involving the Di.uoation Department 

The Qnbud.sman seemed to have dealt with a variety o:t' oases. In all the 
oases that he has dealt with, hie paramount oonsideration has been to ensure 
that the oitizen•s rights, freedoms and liberties are proteoted 98ainst the 
unwarranted interferenoe of the administration. 

In oase ~o. 7798)176 the Qnbudsman was oonfronted with a oase whioh severely 
tested his effeotiveness. In this oase the oomplainant, who was the ohairman 
of the Board of Governors of a sohool, complained 98ainst a deoision of the 
Direoto:P-General of Pliuoation deolining to approve of Mr Z's appointment to the 
school's mathematios department {a position of responsibility). 

From the faots, it seemed that after an advertisement was made tor the 
position, three applioations were received from Kr X, Y ani z. Mr Y wa.s not 
oonsidered, but )lr X mi Z were oonsidered. Mr X, who had majored in Geography, 
had taken St&i:e I ani II Xathematios, and because of his teaohing experienoe was 
olaasified in list B. Mr z, who on the other hand had majored in Mathematios, 
was only olassified in list A, whioh was a oategory lower than list B. After 
oonsultation with the sohool prinoipal, the board oonoluded that Mr Z was the 
most suitable oaniidate. 

The »iuoation Department mamial, however, provided that list A oaznidates 
oannot be appointed to a position of responsibility unless the position had been 

175. It is the Chief Qnbudsman who is responsible for the investigation of 
oomplaints against departments ani organisations list in Parts I ani II of the 
Onbudsmen Aot. From hereinafter till the eDi of this topic on the review of 
oases, the referenoe will therefore be to the Onbudsman and not the Qnbudamen, 
unless the oontext otherwise indioates. 
176. Annual Report of the Qnbudsmen, 1974. 
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advertised twioe previously am. there are no applicants from list B or c. The 
statutory authority- for this manual was derived from a notice issued by the 
Direotoz-General Wlder regulation 57 of the m:l.uoation (Assessment, Classification 
and Appointment) Regulations 1965. 

In aooordanoe with the regulation, the position was re-advertised and the 
deputy prinoipal was informed that if no applications were received by 9 a.m. 
on the 29th December, the closing date and time, Mr Z should be informed that 
he was the preferred oaniidate. The only application to be received on time was 
that from Mr z. Sinoe no further application was received by the closing time 
Mr Z was so informed. However, two hours after closing time an application from 
Mr X was !oum. The bo&rd. subsequently decided that although the application was 
late they would make no appointment at that time. Mr z, who had in the meantime 
resigned his position at another school, was offered am. accepted an application 
as an ordinary assistant at the high school. 

Despite the ooneideration of the applications for the second time, the board 
still considered that Mr Z was the moat appropriate person. However, the Direotor-
General refused to confim the position, for he maintained that the procedures for 
dealing with appointments to positions of responsibility are that the most 
qualified list C teachers will have absolute preference over teachers in listaB 
&Di A, and a suitably qualified list B teacher will have preference over a list 
A teacher. 

The Onbud.eman, however, maintained that although this procedure worked well 
in the majority of oases, it should not be rigidly applied especially when the 
stl.¥ient interest is paramount. 

Since regulation 64(2) of the Fliucation (Assessment, Classification and 
Appointment) Regulations 1965 requires the bo&rd. to appoint the applicant who is 
the most suitable, this meant that grading was only one of the things to be taken 
into account. The Onbudsman felt that the Board did the right thing in 
oonol'L¥iing that Mr Z was the most auitable oaniidate. 

Another exception taken by the Fliuoation Department was towards the aanner 
in which the advertisement for the position was advertised. The Department felt 
that the advertisement was worded too restrictively and not generally. 

'!he Qiibudaman felt that the advertisement was well worded because it 
specified the qualification needed by the applicant. 

After the Onbudeman had concluied his investigation, he sent a oopy of his 
report as to his recommeDiations to the Director-General of Education and a oopy 
to the Jtinister of F.duoation as required by the Act of 1962. 
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The Director-General informed. the Onbudaman that the Minister concurred 
with the Onbudsman that Mr Z was the most suitable person. However, the 
Director-General maintained that the position should be re-advertised in a 
more general manner. 

'lbe board was opposed to the re-advertising arrl the Qnbud.sman agreed. In 
view of the inadequate response from the Director-General of E>iucation, the 
Qnbudsman felt that he had to seek the Prime Minister's help. He therefore 
sent a copy of' his report and recommendations, together with a copy of the 
Director-General's reply, to the Prime Minister in accordance with the provision 
of section 19(4) of the Onbudsman Act 1962. 

As a result of the Prime Minister's being informed, considerable discussion 
took plaoe between the Minister of E:iucation, the !liuoation Department and the 
Post Primary Teachers Association. Finally, a meeting was held between the 
Director-General and certain members of the school's Board of Governors, who 
reluctantly agreed to re-advertise the position in a slightly broader w93. 

Finally, after two years of very long discussions and negotiations, the 
Director-General approved Mr Z's appointment to the position. 'lbe Chairman of 
the Board wrote to the Onbud.sman that finally justice had been done to Mr z, and 
that the E:iuoation Department had also acknowledged that grading was not the only 
criteria in making appointments to positions of responaibility. Anyw93, because 
of the long period involved Mr Z aooepted another position of responsibility in 
another school and in another town out of pure frustration and despair that his 
application was taking so long to be confirmed, alJDost simultaneously to when 
his application was approved. Hence the whole exercise was fruitless in practical 
terms. 

This case shows that if a head of department is not willing to conform to the 
reoornme?¥iations made by the Onbu:isman, then the Onbud.sman oan report the matter 
to the Prime Minister and then to Parliament to have the head of department's 
decision changed or superseded. 'Ibis process shows the kind of political pressure 
that can be brought to bear upon the hec¥i of department if he is adamant about hie 
decision. 

The question which this oases raises is whether in a situation where the 
Cinbudsman is unable to ohange the mind of a head of department he shoulrl cease 
to proceed with the case or whether he should resort to his only aanotion -
publicity - to ensure that the heed of department follows his recommendation. 



As the Qnbudsman himself pointed out, 177 a deoision as to whioh course he 
should employ would depend to a large extent on the amount of discretion the 
departmental head has; whether in the oase in question the head has absolute 
disoretion or whether he is lawfully subjeot to any ''direction or advice". In 
case (no. 7798}. the Director-General claimed that regulation 64(2) of the 
!liucation (Assessment, Classification and Appointment) Regulations gave him 
absolute power to either grant or withhold consent to an appointment. But 
section 4 of the llluoation Aot 1964 states that "the Minister is to have the 
control and direction of his department and the officers thereof". 178 It can 
therefore be seen that the Minister has the ultimate control over his department 
and his officers, but this oan vary from oase to case, an::l the atatutory powers 
have to be resorted to to detennine what the respective powers of both the 
Minister and the departmental head are. It is possible that if the Qabudaman 
learns that the power to make a decision has been completely delegated to a 
head of department, then hem~ be reluctant to bring pressure to bear upon him 
if the departmental head is unyielding. 

Thie case therefore shows the ability of the Onbudsman to remedy a situation 
which he feels warrants a re-examination when the departmental head is opposed 
to such a change. 'lhia indirect poli tioal clout which Parliament has given the 
Onbud.sman m&3 be weakened. if he is unable to bring pressure through the use of 
publicity to obtain a change in the decision of the department. 

An important point which this case highlights is that the well intentioned 
attempt by a school board179 to appoint a person well qualified for a position 
oan be undennined by bureaucratic intransigence. 

Another oase, also mentioned by the Qnbudsman in his 1974 report (oaa• 
no. 5670) (unreported), also illustrates in somewhat stark fashion the 
inflexibility of some departments to change th ir deoisiona once they are made. 
The complainant in this oase maintained. that hie clB.Ssifica.tion in the primary 
teaching scale was inappropriate to his qualifioation. 

The Qnbud.sman, a.fter investigation, notified the Direoto:r-General of 
JMuoation, but his persistence in dealing with this oase in association with 
another case prolonged the investi8ation of the Qnbud.aman. In his investigation 
the Qnbudsman conducted interviews with the complainant and departmental otficia.b 

1r77. Annual Report of the Qnboo.anan, 1974, p.21. 
178. ibid. p.9. 
179. Or by any oi tizen to pert'onn a task. 
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and even paid a visit to the complainant'• place of work to see him in his 
teaching environment, ani also speak to his employing authorities, and was 
oonvinced of the justification of the complaint. A further report came from the 
Directo:i-General, but the Cmbw.aman was unsatisfied with the decision. He there-
fore made a formal reoommem.ation to the Minister. 

As a result, the Department town it necessary to conduct further studies. 
Finally the complainant was appointed. to a position which was suitable to his 
qualification. The whole prooess had taken two years an:i nine months to complete. 

'Ibis case again in:lioates that departments are reluctant to change their 
deoisions once made unless pressure is broll8ht to bear on them from the top. '!be 
case is also a good example of the careful and thoroU&h investigatory prooess 
uaed. by the Cmbud.sman in looking into a complaint. 

The Qnbudsman•s direct access to Government departments ani tiles also 
gives him an edge over Members of Parliament and even courts, who are bound by 
the doctrine of Crown privilege to redress a grievance for a complainant. The 
Cmbud.sman is not bound by the above doctrine 180 and t he ta.ot that he has direct 
approach to Government department• am their files means that he has a distinct 
advantage over these traditi onal avenues of redress. Although oase(no. 4617(b)j81 

ia not a good example, it does show to some erlent why a complainant would be 
better advised to seek the help of the Onbud.aman rather than a )(ember of Parlia-
mentor even the court. 

In this case, the complainant was eng889d by a state school to carry out 
cleaning am caretaking work. It was not specified in the contract whether he 
was employed as an employee or irdependent contractor. '!be rates of pa_y fixed 
approximated the rates paid for other workers in this type of job. 

When the contract was terminated the Eiucation Board held that no annual 
holida.y pa.y was pa.yable because the relationship was contractual. 

The Cmbud.sman felt that the complainant's claim was justified, after 
considering all the materials furnished by the oomplainant, the board, the 
Department of E:luoation and the Department of Labour. He therefore made a 
reoommerxlation to this effect to the Directo:i-General of Fliuoation. 

180. Except that he must co?duot hie investigation in private; see Qnbud.men Act 
1975, section 18(2). 
181. Report of the Ollbw.eman 1970, p.36. 
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The Direotor-Ceneral informed the Qnbudsman that after considering his views 
on the matter the Department would accept the complainant's claim to holids.r P'f 
provided it was reasonable. 

Thus, the Ombudsman was able to achieve justice in this case by merely 
pointing out to the Department the equity of the oomplai.nant's oase. 

As pointed out earlier in this paper, subsection (7)(a) of section 13, 
exoluied the Qnbuisman•s jurisdiction if there is an appeal available to the 
complainant to either a court or tribunal on the merits of a. case. In spite of 
this restriction and despite the fact that certain complainants •s.r have had a 
right of appeal, the Qnbudaman still managed to investigate into some of these 
oases. Case (no. 4374j82 is a oase in point. In this case the complainant was 
a married aecondary school teacher who claimed that the country aervioe require-
ment diaoriminated against married women because it did not generally allow 
married women to transfer their marital home to meet the country service require-
ment. 

Although the Ombudsman felt that on the face of it his jurisdiction was 

excluded by an exi.stenoe of an appeal to a statutory tribunal, he nevertheleaa 
felt that an investigation was warranted into alleged injustice arising from the 
administration of the country servioe requirement. 

However, the Qnbud.sman, after oonduoting his investigation and enquiries 
made with the Director-General of !liuoation, came to the oonclusion that the 
country service requirement was not unf'airly harsh to the complainant. But in 
regards to the complaint regarding married women as a group, the Onbudsman felt 
that the allegation of discrimination had acme merit. 

After further investigation, the Onbudsman nevertheless felt that there 
should not be a blanket exemption from the country service requirement for 
married women, but that each case should be treated individually on its merits. 

He therefore foUDi the complaint partly unjustified. 

Another case in which the Onbuisman investigated into a complaint despite 
the fact that his jurisdiction was excluded by the Qnbudsman Act of 1962183 was 
caae 6:io. 7924). 186 In this case the complainant, who was a member of the sohool 
board, attempted to secure for stuients who had suffered disciplinary action a 
fonnal reoognition of a right of hearing by the board or a oommittee of the board. 

182. Annual Report of the Onbuisman, 1970, p.28 • 
183. This case concerned the deoision of an eduoation board, into whose activities 
the Qnbuisman's jurisdiction was at this time e:x.oluded by the 1962 A.ot. 'lhe 1975 
QI bud en Aot, however, extended the jurisdiotion of the Qnbud.•an to oover the 
aotivities of education boards. 
184. Annual Report of the Onbuiaman, 1973, p.28. 
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The oomplainant 's attempt was unsuooesetul, and he maintained that this was 
beoause of advioe given by the Regional Superintendent to the Chairman of the 
Board, whioh was wrong. 

The Qnbu:isman informed the oomplainant that the board was not a oreature of 
the Department and that although advice by the Department could be given to a 

member of the board, final responsibility 1~ with the board, and that the 
Qnbu:ieman did not have responsibility over indeperxient sohool boards. 

The Qnbudsman did, however, study the letter the Superintendent wrote to 
the Board 'e Chainnan; while he did not find any significant fault with the 
Superinten:lent he nevertheless fowd that students should not suffer expulsion 
and suspension from sohool without a right to defend themselves. This oonoern 
was also shared by the Director-General of FAucation, and he therefore asked the 
Seoonda.ry School Boards' Association and the Post-Primary Teachers' Association 
to meet with him to discuss the problem. A meeting was held ani the Direotor-
CJeneral set up a committee so that representatives of the two Assooiatione oould 
work out a method of han::l.ling suoh oases. 

The Qnbudsman then informed the complainant that he expeoted the oommi ttee 
to produoe an adequate solution. 

The above case therefore shows that the Qnbudsmen do their beet to help 
complainants ewen tho\18h their jurisdiction is excluded, where they feel that 
their intervention is warranted by the justice of the complaint. As the oase 
indicates, the Qnbudsman was able to highlight the complainant's grievance and 

thereby able to get some sort of machinery going to review the important question 
of granting stu:iente who had been expelled or auepenied a right of hearing. 

It also highlights the qualities needed by the person occupying the office 
of Qnbud.sman; sinoe the help that was reniered to the Onbudsman by the Director-
General was due to the goodwi 11 and respect shown to the Onbudsman by the 
departmental head and not due to any etatutorJ obligation upon him. To discharge 
adequately the functions of hie office, the Qnbu:iaman must therefore have certain 
personal oharaoteristios such as diplomaoy, cour&cge, integrity, humility and an 

ability to deal with offioials, both of the higher and lower strata of the 
administrative hieraroby, and very importantly with ministers to whom they ma.y 
have to resort when the department or organisation remains unreasonably 
obstinate. He must also have a wide experience in public administration, and 
preferably be a lawyer as he would need to use hie legal dexterity to work not 
only within his jurisdiction but also s olve diffioult problems. :Because the 
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Qnbudsman • s work involves personal oontaot, it was neoessary when the 197 5 Aot 

was passed, whioh extended. the jurisdiction of the Qnbudsman to increase the 

number of Qnbudemen from one to three, ao that the personal element in the 

Qnbudsman's work oould be retained.. 

Quite often the Qnbudsman is also required. to investigate into dela3s by 

departments in making a deoision. In one oase (no.7680) 185 the oomplainant, 

whioh was a parent-teachers assooiation, oomplained. that the achool oommittee 

had not been consulted in 1970 wh n the Ministry of Works took 25~ of the 

sohool's property tor a motorwa3 ard. seoorrlly that th~ authorities h!d not 

honoured a promise made ten months earlier to oompensate the sohool. 

The Qlbudsman refused to investigate the first matter for he felt that 

such an investigation would not accomplish much, ani quite rightly too as th 

event had already passed. With regard to the second matter, the QnbudS11an 

found out that the main responsibility was accepted. by the Department of 

Eliucation. 

In his investigation, the Qnbudsman also learnt that the Minister of 

»iucation had written to the Chainnr.n of the School Committee in 1971 to sa;y 

that the school would be compensated for the loss of lal'ld by the transfer of 

7 or 8 perches of lani lying adjacent to the school. 

In 1972 the Director-General of 1Mucation made plans with the school 

oommittee so that the matter oould be settled. 

In spite of this, the matter dragged on until 1973 when a contraotor waa 

asked to start work on extending the sohool grounds. But af'ter the contractor 

started work, he was asked to cease operations because the f'uture of the school 

had come under review by the El:iuoation Board. 

The last information the Qnbuisman heard about the matter was that the work 

of extending the sohool grounds had been completed, but that he oould do no more 

beoause the future of the school l"' in the hands of the Minister. 

Although the Qlboosman was unhappy about the del"-Y, this oase ahowa that 

he oould do no more beoause the future of the sohool was a matter for the 
Minister, over whom the Qnbudsman has no jurisdiotion. '!he Qnbuisman is there-

fore powerless to do ~hing when he is oonfronted. with a matter which is out-

side his jurisdiotion unless the department or minister acknowledges that its 

or his actions are unreasonable, unjust, oppressive or disoriminatory and is 

willing to accept the Qnbuisman's reoommerrlation. 

185. Annual Report of the Qnbudsman, 1974, p.20. 
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Another oase whioh illustrates the Qnbud.sman • s weakness when he is 

confronted with Government policy to remedy an unreasonable situation is case 

(no.4609). 186 This case concerned the building of a aohool hall whioh was 

subsidised by the Government. The l!liucation Board prepared the plan, and terder• 

were later oalled. When the plan was sent to the Fduoation Department it was 

found that only laminated wood roof trusses would qualify for subsidy but not 

steel roof trusses, whioh was what wa.a speoified for the school hall. As a 

result the local oontribution for the hall had to be increased by $1,000. The 

school oommittee alleged that the Department was unreasonable for upsetting the 

plan which had oost the looal people $1,000 and del~ed. oonstruotion. 

In the course of his investigation, the Onbud.sman found. the manner of 

communioation between the Department, the Board and School Committee was not 

entirely satisfactory. He held that the Department should have made Government 

polioy, that subsidised projects should make use of more locally produced 

products, more clear to the Board. The Onbud.sman also felt that the Board itself 

should have been better informed with Government policy. These policies he felt 

should have been communicated to the School Committee. 

In the em however, the Onbw.sman felt that there was not much he could do. 

What had happened was a belated application of Government policy to the school 

over which he had no control. He therefore made no reoommendation. 

One of the commonest complaints against the Eliucation Department was the 

bondiJl8 of young people under the teachers-training bond by the state. '!bus in 

oaae (no.6846) 187 the complainant alleged that his da.U&hter was unfit to take up 

a teaching oareer but was unfairly induoed to enter teachers training college at 

the age of seventeen. He claimed. that the expert selection committee should have 

classed her as unsuitable. Anywa;:,, under family pressure, he claimed that he 

signed a teachers training bond to act as surety for his daughter. 

A short time later the daughter developed stress arxl so the daughter arxl 

the complainant sought an interview with the principal of the College. '!be 

daU&hter maintained that as a result of the interview she thought the prinoipal 

agreed to her leaving and therefore the bond would not be enforced. '!be prinoipal 

maintai. ned that he had made it clear that the borrl would be enforoed. '!he amount 

demanied was the .-oes amount of' the remuneration reoeived by the student, inolueive 

of PAYE taxation deduoted at souroe. The oomplainant stated that he wouli have 

186. Annual Report of the Qnbudaman, 1970, p.34. 
187. Annual Report of the Onbud.eman, 1973, p.20. 
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been prepared to pay the net amount. He oonsidered that the eduoation authorities 
should not require him or his daughter to pay for the mistake of the professional 
selection oommittee. 

Beoause of oourt prooeedinga, liability unier the bond was legally established 
at law. 

However, the Qnbu:iernan felt that beoause of the sincerity of belief of the 
oomplainant and his daughter that she was to be released from the bond, the 
sinoerity of the belief in her unsuitability for teaching, the long history of 
the matter, the heavy expenses on both sides, it would be reasonable for the 
Department to settle for half the sum of the daughter's bol'd then owing. '!be 
oomplainant, Minister azld the Department agreed and the matter was settled. 

'Ibis complaint, am. other complaints before, dealing with teachers' training 
bond brought into focus the justice aDi fairness of bonding people of such a 
young age. 

The Onbudsman therefore looked into the question of bonding in his 1969 
annual report, and especially into subaeotion (3) of seotion 197 of the &luoation 
Aot 1964, the provision which validates boms entered into by minors, to examine 
whether such a provision might be unjust and oppressive. 

The Department of l!liuoation claimed that since the parent or guardian 
usually acts as surety this is suffioient to guarantee that the minor is well 
proteoted.. '!be Onbud.Slllan, however, felt that this was not a auffioient guarantee. 
'!be common 18)1 rule that oontracts with minors are unenforceable was devised for 
the minor's benefit. '!be Qnbud.aman oonolu:ied in his report that teachers' 
training bonds were not neoesearily for the minor's benefit, because it was too 
early in his life to determine where the minor's interest lies. 

Another quest i on that the Qnbudsman looked into raised by the "education 
bond cases was the non-transferability of the service requirement /_under the bon{/ 
between the various branches of state employment. 0188 Case {no.4388) 189 gives an 
example of such a complaint. In this case the complainant who held a post-
primary teacher's studentship accepted a position with D.S.I.R. and as a result 
the Diuoation Department required him to repa.y hie atu:ientship born because of 
hie failure to meet the teaching obligation. The complainant found that he was 

188. Report of the Qnbuisman, 1969, p.18. 
189. Report of the Qllbudsman, 1970, p.31. 
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unable to meet the instalments that he had to make to repay the borxi and asked 
the :&1.uoation Department for a reduction in the rate. 

The Department refused. The Qnbudsman was brought in to look into the 
11a.tter. He explained to the complainant that the policy of the Government was 
to ensure an adequate supply of specially trained personnel in a partioular field 
in the future, and that wa.e the reason why people urxier the studentship were 
paid better than students urxier the general educational bursaries. 

The complainant accepted this explanation and that brought an end to the 
matter. 

This case shows that a general explanation by the Onbudsma.n to the complain-
ant wa.e suf'fioient to dispose of the oomplaint. It also goes to show that if 
there was better oommunioation between the administration and public, through 
the release of info:nnation, a lot of oausee for the friction between the 
individual and the administration would be removed. In many W83"s, the Onbu1sman 
is thus able to narrow this communication gap by providing the citizen with the 
inside information which is generally not available to the citizen. 

Although the Onbu:leman found in case (no.4388) that the principle of non-
transferability wa.e Government policy, he felt that a rigid application of such 
a polioy can sometimes cause urxiue hardship and may not be in the best interests 
of the country. 

Another lot of cases that caused aa auoh difficulty for the Onbu:laman was 
where teachers-trainee students had requested a deferment "of the perfonnanoe 
of the obligatory period of speoial employment in order to obtain higher 
educational qualifioations." 190 An example of suoh oases is highlighted by oaae 
(no.7361) 191 1he complainant, who was a musio stuient at a teachers oollege, • 
thought that the training offered there was insufficient, so at the prodding 
of her oollege prinoipal she deoided to urxiertake a oourse at Auokland. University 
for three years. 

The prinoipal reoommerxied to the Department three possible ooursea: first, 
that the oomplaina.nt be given a studentship for her studies; seoond, that the 
teachers' training bond (under whioh she was obligated) be deferred until she 
had completed her diploma; am third, that the bo.o::l be avoided altogether. 'lh• 
Department rejeoted a.11 these proposals, even though the prinoipal pointed out 
that she would be a fa.r better teacher in the end. 

19(). Report of the Onbud.sman, 1969, p.18. 
191. Report of the Qnbud.eman, 1974, p.19. 
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An appeal was made to the Qnbudsman who recoaunend.ed to the Director-General 
that the complainant be granted deferment of her training and teaching 
obligations under the bond. 

The recommendation was accepted by the Director-General on condition that 
the complainant transfer to secondary teaching at the end of her Secondary 
Teachers Training Course, to whioh the complainant agreed. 

Although the Qnbudsman was suooessful in this case in obtaining a flexible 
approach by the Department in the enforcement of the bond, other oases proved 
more diffioult. The Qnbudsman felt that the criteria used by the Department to 
grant these deferments was the oause of these complaints - not only was it not in 
the best interests of the student, it was also not in the best interests of the 
nation. He suggested that another ori teria be ad.opted in the granting of defer-
ments. '!his would determine whether such higher qualifioa.tions acquired by the 
student would be of benefit to New Zea.land without incurring greater cost to the 
Government. 192 

As a result of the Qnbud.sman 's queries, the whole question of bonding was 
taken up by the Ooveni.ment. In addition, the Qnbudsman also took up the matter 
with the State Services Commission. 

An interdepartmental committee was set up to study this question of bonding. 
As a result of this study, the former policy of bonding young people as in the 
past was confirmed, airl a new scheme whioh introduced small measure of flexibility 
in relation to university studentships awarded to prospective teachers was 

authorised. 193 

The Qnbudsman was, however, not undaunted by this setback but kept the 
pressure going against the Government to alter its policies. 

As a result of the Qnbudsman's recommendation, the Government in 1975 
decided to change its policy in regard to the non-transferability of the service 
requirement between the various branches of state employment under the education 
bond. 'I.bis oha.nge of polioy will now permit bonded employees to transfer to 
other branches of the State Service without incurring a penalty um.er their 
bonds, provided their case came within certain guidelines. As a result of this 
new policy, the Onbudsman said in his report to Parliament for 1975 that it 
would now be possible for the bonded employee "to pursue a career in the 

192. Report of the Qnbudsman, 1969, p.18. 
193. Report of the Onbudeman, 1970, p. 13. 
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direction for whioh he feels he is most suited,"194 rather than be tied up in 

a job for which he had developed an aversion. 

In his role as citizen's watchdog, the Onbudsman is alwa_ys on the lookout 

to see whether the administration is acting within its jurisdiction am. has 

quickly reprima.Died any illegal acts. In the course of his investigation into 

case (no.5121) 195 the Onbudsman fomd that the Department had substituted its 

direotives, whioh had the oonsent of all the parties involved, for regulation 11 

of the filiucation (Assessment, Classification and Appointment) Regulations 1965, 

without ameniing the regulation. 

The Qnbudsman made it olear to the Department that this was illegal, am. 
that it was not entitled to substitute some laws of oonvenienoe for the laws of 

the land because it was expedient to do so • 

Despite this recommendation, the Department had not taken any remedial aotion 

at the time the Onbudsman published his annual report to Parliament. 

As this case shows, although the Onbudsman was able to pinpoint a case of 

illegality by the ltiuoation Department, because of his inability to take any 

direot action he was incapable to compelling the Department to take any remedial 

action. 'lb.e only wa;y he couli have brought pressure on the Department was if he 

got the backing of the Minister or Prime Minister or Parliament. If, on the 

other ham, he could not wintlis political support, there is no wa;y he could 

champion the cause of the citizen against maladministration and abuse of power 

by the ad.ministration. 'lb.is case therefore starkly brings into focus the 

Onbuisman's limitations as a protector of the citizen's rights, liberties am. 
freedoms against a detennined administration. 

If the Qnbudsman finds that the oomplaint has no meri ta he does not make 

an::, recommendation. For example, case (no.5426) 196 concerned the proper wa_y to 

compute the amount of money due by the complainant to liquidate a bond debt with 

his former employer, the Ministry of Works. 'lb.e complainant had one wa;y am. the 

Min:iEtry of Works had another method. 

After studying representations made by both the complainant and the Ministry, 

the Cmbudsman fomd for the Department. He therefore advised the complainant as 

to the correct amount outstanding on the debt. '!he oomplainant accepted this and 

as a result the Qnbudsman made no recommendation. 

194. P.6. 
195. Report by the Cmbudsman, 1971, p.33. 
196. Report of the Onbudsman, 1971, p.40. 
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Very often therefore the Onbud.sman' s task is to explain to the oomplainant 

the Department's polioies am. rules, &M this often olears the problem. 'Ibis 

oase also highlights the need to have a better oommunioation system between the 

administration and the publio. As the Onbud.smen themselves have said, many 

oomplaints against the administration have simply been due to this laouna in 

oommunioation. 

Whenever the Onbuisman feels that a oomplaint has merit, he uses diplomaoy 

and persuasion to help the Department to oome aroun:i and see his point of view, 

without the need to make a formal reoommendation. The number of oomplaints where 

he has needed to make a formal reoommendation are small oompared to the number of 

oomplaints that are amioably settled by the Onbud.sman and the department oonoerned 

working out an equitable solution. Only where he is unable to ohange the Depart-

ment's point of view does the Onbuisman resort to making a reoommendation. One 

such oase where the Onbud.sman had to make a reoommend.ation was oase (no.9757). 197 

This oase arose out of proposals for the expansion of facilities at a teaohers 

oollege. The oomplainant was one of the residents who was affeoted by the 

of facilities and claimed that the Department had a duty to infonn him and other 

residents of the implications and consequences to the residential properties which 

would be affected by any such future expansion. 

It was the view of the Onbud.sman that a decision to expand an educational 

complex in a residential area marked "A" required the Department to obtain the 

co-operation and goodwill from the local residents; so that th0 implementation of 

the publio works oan be done so in a spirit of harmony, and held that it was wrong 

for the Department to consider prematurely any future plans for the future 

ment of the oollege, despite the eristenoe of fonnal objeotion machinery. 

He therefore recommended to the Department that it make a clear state-

ment of the boundaries of the oollege, that it make available a oopy of this 

statement to all residents, am. that it dieouss these proposals with the looal 

residents. 

Sinoe the Onbud.sman's reoommeniations were not given effeot to, the 

Qnbuisma.n took the matter up with both the M:mister and Director-General of 

F.d.uoation. 

As a result of the Onbud.aman's representations, the Department placed a 

oopy of the reoommendations together with its proposals before Government. 

197. Report of the Onbirlsman, 1976, p.17. 
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Government deoided. that properties adjacent to the oollege would not be 

acquired oompulsorily but only through negotiations. The Department also arranged 

a public meeting to inform the residents of the implication• and also wrote 

individually to each resident of the deoision am the statutory rights available. 

The Qnbudsman felt that the steps taken by the Department were not in 

aocordanoe with his reoommendations, which were that the Department oonsult the 

residents before it ml:¥ie any proposals to Government rather than in.fonn them of 

the decision that Government had reached after it had made its proposals to 

Government. 

The Qnbu.:isman thought that his recommerxlations had wider implioations not 

just in this case but when land is acquired. for public works generally. He 

therefore feels that the procedure for acquiring larxl by the Crown should be 

altered and is still looking into the question. 

The Qnbudsman has also worked very hard to get the policy, praotioe or 

procedure of a department changed where he feels that it works unjustly or 

disoriminately against a olass of people, or is not the most suitable one urxler 

the oiroumstances. He has often emphasised to departments that if they have a 

general polioy, praotioe or prooedure for the general run of oases, the polioy, 

praotice or procedure should be flexible enough so that allowance oan be made 

for irxlividual oases with a different set of oiroumstanoea. 198 .ln example in 

point is oase {no.W13166). 199 This oase oonoerned a university student who was 

an orphan. He oompla.ined that the :El3.ucation Department administered. the Tertiary 

Bursary Regulations in suoh a w93 that it discriminated. against orphans. 

The Department stated that it administered the polioy of unabated bursary 

by the looation of the guardian's residence. 

Al thoush the Qnbu.:isman had no qualms about the policy itself, he felt that 

in applying the policy to individual oases the Department should have regard to 

the oiroumstanoes of ea.oh partioula.r case. Since the oomplainant had alw93s 

lived 8)1~ from home, he felt that the complainant should not be treated like 

other single stuients. 

'l'he Director-General advised the Onbudsman that he would reoommerxi to the 

Minister to amen:l the abatement scheme alXi the w93 the Tertiary Bursary 

Regulations are ministered to orphans. '!be Onbud an therefore decided to 

disoontinue his investigation. 

198. For otherwise the Department might improperly be, in legal terms, fettering 

its discretion. 
199. Report of the Qnbw.smen, 1979, p.31. 
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This oase exemplifies the working relationship that the Onbud.sman has 
with the administration. The administration's attitude towards the Qnbudsman is 
not one of hostility but has rather been one of oo-operation and goodwill. In 
most oases, the Diuoation Department has been willing to comply, or at least 
reaoh a compromise, with the Q:nbu:lsman's recommeJXlations. As case (no.W13166) 
shows, altho\l&h the Department was m:der no great pressure from the Qnbudsman, 
it nevertheless gave an assurance to him that their policy towards orphans would 
be reconsidered and amended. 

Not only has the Qnbudsman suggested changes to the policy, practice or 
procedure to the Department, but he has also suggested changes to laws and 
regulations which govern the Department, where he has found it to be unreasonable, 
unjust, oppressive or discriminatory. In case (no.4933) 200 the complainant 
olai.med that the :&3.ucation Department refused to P83 for the expenses involved 
in his transfer. 

The Department of Eliucation considered. themselves bound by regulation 
16(1)(5) or the !Muoation (Salaries and Staffing) Regulations 1957, which they 
felt prohibited. them from P83il'l8 out to the complainant. 

The Qnbu:lsman felt that the complainant was treated. unjustly, so he 
recommeJXled to the Department that the regulations be amended. and that an ex 
gratia pB3IDent be made to the complainant. Both these actions were later taken 
by the Department. 

Through his intervention the Q:nbudsman was thus able to promote changes 
to the law, thus not only helping the complainant overcome his diffioulty but 
also helping others who mS3" find themselves in a similar position • 

The Qnbudsman also intervened. in a oase (no.W11941) 201 where the complainant 
had no legal grounds whatsoever, but where the Qnbuisman felt on humanitarian 
grounds deserved his intercession. 

In thi a case the complainant had been overpaid by the Department of 
miucation. The confusion a.rose because the complainant had the same surname 
and initials as another teacher who was more highly qualified than the complainant. 
The complainant, who was a temporary teacher, aooepted the wages in good faith. 
The Department, however, sought to reoover the amount overpaid. The complainant 
claimed that since she was out of work she was in no position to rep83" the amount. 

200. Report of the ()nbudsman, 1971, p.29. 
201. Report of the Cmbu:lemen, 1978, p.30. 
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The Qnbudsman therefore wrote to the Directoi-General of Jliucation and 
informed him of the circumstances of the complainant. Although the Director-
General did not agree with the views of the Onbudaman, he sought Treasury 
approval. After consideration of the matter, Treasury approved writing off the 
debt. 

Through his good office, the Onbudsman was therefore able to gain a 
eymphatic hearing for the oomplainant who had no legal grounds on which to base 
her complaint. It could be safely said that hai it not been for the Qnbudsman' s 
intervention in this case the complainant would have had to repS3 the overpaid 
wages. 'lbe Onbud.sman was therefore able to appeal to the Department to consider 
the human element involved. in the complaint. 

As the oases I have highlighted. above show, although the Onbudsman has no 
direct power to force a department or, as the case mS3 be, an organisation to 
change its decision, if the department or organisation is detennined to block 
out the Onbud.sman, in most oases departments and organisations do take into 
serious consideration the Qnbudsman' s recommendation. '!here is usually an air 
of goodwill and co-operation in the relationship between the Qnbudsman and 
Government departments and organisations, without the need for the Qnbudsman to 
resort to the Prime Minister or Parliament to put pressure on the department or 
organisation concerned to motivate it into action. To a large degree, this co-
operation and goodwi 11 has been due to the ta.et, diplomacy and impartiality used 
by the Qnbudsman in his discussions, negotiations and investigation of oases 
involving the ad.ministration. Another factor whioh has also fostered this 
favourable relationship has been a realisation by the administration itself that 
the Qnbudsman has an important constitutional role to plS3 in helping the public 
obtain a just and fair redress against any unwarranted interference by the state. 
'nle Qnbud.sman in his role as the citizen's advocate has not been one-sided 
however, but has on many occasions vindicated the ad.ministration 88ainst 
unjustified oomplaints by the citizen. This objective and impartial manner in 
which the Qnbudsman has perfonned his task has therefore helped him to gain the 
trust am. confidence not only of complainants but also of departmental officials, 
whose actions may in the end by impeached by the Onbu:lsman. 

'!he oases also show 1bat in not all instances where the Qnbudsman felt that 
the complaint was justified. was the complaint auocessfully resolved. 202 However, 

202. For instance, see case (no.4609), Report of the Qnbudsman, 1970, p.34. 
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although the Qnbuisman was unable to obtain redress for all oomplainants, this 
did not mean that the oomplainante went a.wasr empty handed. Very often, where 
the Qnbud.eman is unable to render any help, the oomplainants are advised as to 
other alternative means through whioh they oould seek a remedy for their 
problems. 203 The faot that the ()nbudsman was unable to help also indioates that 
the authority of the Qnbud.sman is inadequate to handle all types of maladminis-
tration or abuse of power. 

As the Chief Qnbuisman stated in his speeoh to the Inveroargi.11 Rotary Club 
on 13 Maroh 1977 (unpublished.): 

"The only real effeotive weapon which the Onbudsman oan deploy is the 
persuasive power of logi.o and reason. At the em of a thorough 
investigation he must be able to satisfy himself and the agenoy ooncerned 
that all the faots are known, that they have been impartially and fully 
analysed and that the conclusions reached on the basis of that analysis 
are inesoapable."204 

Although many complaints have gone unremedied, the ()nbud.sman •a intervention 
has had a therapeutic effect on complainants, especially by being given an 
opportunity to air their grievances to someone who is independent of the 
bureaucraoy, and having the issues and diffioultie s made known to them. As the 
Qnbudamen themselves have made known and as the oases themselves reveal, many 
complaints involving the »iuoation Department were simply due to a oommunication 
hiatus between the Department and the public or other bodies which administer the 
education policy of the Government. As Lyma Downs points out "the role of 
Qnbuisman is therefore often one of mediator or oonoiliator, opening the ohannels 
of oommunioation to enable parties to resolve their differences through an 
imependent but authoratative body."205 All the oases dealt with in this paper 
would seem to bear out the truth of the above statement. 

The following table shows the number of complaints reoei ved and fully 
investigated by the Qnbud.smen from 1970 - 1979 involving the Eiuoation Depart-
ment. 

20.3. For example, the Qnbuisman m~ refer a complainant to the court or his local 
Member of Parliament where he feels that the appropriate remedy can be obtained 
by legal or political means. 
204. Quoted from W.G.F. Napier, op. oit., p.134. 
205. Seminar Paper .3, delivered at Administrative/Constitutional Law, LL.M 
class (1980), p.3 (unpublished). 
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!!!!: Considered Justified Not Justified Total 

1970 9 42 51 
1971 8 40 48 
1972 13 27 40 
1973 8 38 46 
1974 9 15 24 
1975 10 15 25 
1976 6 15 21 
1977 27 33 60 
1978 22 44 66 
1979 5 23 28 

From the above statistioa it would seem after a slow tapering down ot 
oomplaints involving the niuoa.tion Department sinoe 1970, there was a sudden 
upsurge in the number of complaints registered against the Eliuoation Department 
in 1977. As the Qnbudsman' s investigation revealed, the reason for this 
increase was because teachers who had applied to have their bonds transferred 
to other branches of the State Services under the new Government polioy 
introduoed in 1975 as a result of the Qnbudsman's recommendation, had had 
their applications turned down. 206 The main oause for this rejection was 
that the bonded teaohers had left the teaohing profession prior to 1 Ma,y 1973, 
before the Government's revised policy came into effect. 

The Qnbudsman's investigation also revealed that the revised policy had 
not been made retrospective, and hence the teaohers had to net the financial 
obligations w.der their boms. 'Ihi.s date was chosen because it was the 
approrimate date on which the Minister had directed the Department to suspend 
recovery aotion against teachers who had joined another department and that a 
out-off date had to be found. 

Al though the Qnbuisman was ori tic al of the wey the Department had handled 
the complaints, he found that the cut-off date was not unreasonable, considering 
the fact that some bonded teaohers had left the service to join other depart-
ments as long ago as 1967. If such teachers were left off the hook, it would 
have been unfair, the ()nbud.aman felt, on other teachers who had left the 
teaching service before 1 Ma,y 1973 and who had repa,yed their bonds in full. 

206. See supra footnotes 188 and 194; see also Report of the Qnbudsman 1977, 
p.8. 
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The Qnbudsman felt that these oomplaints against the Department were 
unjustified, and he therefore made no reoommendations for the oause of these 
oomplaints. 

In 1978, the number of oomplaints received by the Qnbudsman again 
inoreased to a reoord high. The Onbudsman noted in hie annual report to Parlia,-
ment for 1979 that most of the oomplaints were from teachers. 207 Matzy of the 
oomplaints related to the terms alXl oonditions of their employment. In 
particular, the Onbudsman stated that they related to salary, entitlement to 
various allowanoes and increments and olassifioation of qualifications. This 
increase in the number of complaints indicates that the adequacy of the appeal 
and review procedure in the Diucation Department is wanting. 

Bonding too, the Qnbudsman noted, was another major area of oomplaint 
against the Diuoation Department in 1978. 

However, the drop in total number of oomplaints involving the muoation 
Department from 66 in 1978 to 28 in 1979 m~ be due to the improved. prooedure 
established by the Department itself to handle grievanoes against them by the 
institution of formal review and appeal machinery for this purpose. 208 

As the oases involving the Eiuoation Department reveal, the Qnbudsman' s 
job is therefore not only to aot as the citizena' advooate to present their 
side of the story to the ad.ministration, but also to act as an appeal body to 
give a symphatio hearing to people's grieva.noes, and finally act as an instrument 
for the dissemination of infonnation for the administration, so that the publio 
oan hear the ad.ministration's side of the story and in the process hope that a 
new solution is reached where a wrong or abuse of power has taken place • 

11. Publioi ty 
The main reason why so many oomplaints against the administration have 

been lodged with the Qnbud.emen'e offioe is due to the publioity the offioe has 
reoeived. as the offioial watchdog for the individual against his rights being 
curbed or over-looked by the bureauoraoy. 209 

207. Report of the Qnbud.smen, 1979, p.8. 
208. ibid. p.6. 
209. It is interesting to note from the annual reports of the Qnbudsmen that 
a large number of the oomplainants who complain to the Qnbudsmen are publio 
servants themselves. 
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Sinoe the Onbudsmen operate a complaint-based system, it is important 
that the servioes they render are well-known to the publio, especially to 
those who most need their services, so as to enable people to come forth with 
their canplaints. As Mr taking, the Chief Onbudsman, points out: 

"The 11aintenanoe of grievance machinery such as the Office of Qnbudsma.n 
has little justification unless it is used aIXl. the pre-requisite to use 
is knowledge of its eristenoe by those who are most likely to have need 

f . .., "210 
0 1 "• 

Although 18 years have passed since the establishment of the Qnbud.smen•s office, 
at present the office is still not well known to the New Zealand public. 211 

'!here are still large sections in the oommuni ty who have not heard of the 
Qnbuismen or if they have, have no idea as to their constitutional role • 

In hie 1971 report to Parliament, the Qnbudsman pointed out that he 
received more oomplaint& from oi ty areas than from rural regions. From this 
it can be deduced that people in rural creas know less about the Qnbudemen than 
people living in large towns and oi ties. 

To date the Qnbuismen have used the mass media - press, radio am. 
television - and have oomplemented these by giving speeches at meetings am. 
functions to publicise their role and functions. 

Efforts are at present being made by the Qnbudsmen's office to promote 
the office to the New Zealand public to inorea.se its awareness as an institution 
for the redressing and reotifying of wrongs and abuses of power by the admin-
istration. 

Although an advertising oampaign was devised for 1977-78 to publioise 
the Qnbudsmen•s offioe by the printing of pamphlets am. posters, nothing 
oame of it as the $3,760 expemi ture involved in the campaign was not approved 

212 by Government. Granting the fact that the eoonom10 situation of the 
oountry m83' limit the money available, the dispensation of administrative 
justice should not be limited by economic considerations. If every oitizen 
is to be offered the opportunity to use the servioee of the Qnbudemen, then 
it m~ be neoessary to establish more regional offioes of the Qnbudsmen, 
especially in the rural areas, other than the three already established. 
'lhese regional oentres oould be staffed by one or two investigating offioers213 

210. Report of the Qnbudsmen, 1978, p.8. 
211. Report of the Qnbudsman, 1975, p.15. 
212. Report of the Qnbudamen, 1979, pp. 8-9. 
213. Who would keep the oitizen in oontaot with the Qnbudemen. 
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and supporting staff, to oater for the needs of small town people and the 

rural oommunity. Not only will the establishment of these regional oentres 

enable the oitizen to take advantage of the servioes rendered by the 

Qnbu:ismen but it oould also provide a better means of infonning the publio 

of the grievanoe machinery offered by the office. 

~TION 6 

12. Ia the Qnbudamen Aot of 1975 in Need of Change 

It will be noticed from some of the oases dealt with in this paper that 

the Onbudsmen have been severely hamstrung in their effectiveness to be the 

oitizen•s watchdog against maladministration and abuse of power, by the 

juriadiotional limits whioh have been imposed on them, espeoially by the 

provisions of section 13 of the Aot. The question that oomes to the fore-

front is whether there is a need to have these artifioia.1 restriotione on 

the Onbudsmen•s powers, when they do not enhance the Onbudemen from perfonning 

their job, but inste.w:l prevent them from oarrying out their job as the independ-

ent reviewer of administrative action for which they were set up. 214 

Under the present legislation there is one major limitation on the 

Qnbudsmen carrying out an effective and prompt investigation against any 

Government department, agency or local authoritys this is the jurisdictional 

limitation based on seotion 13(1) that any investigation against any deoision, 

reoorrunendation, aot or omission must relate to a matter of administration. 

This oan be a serious handicap on the Qnbudsmen's powers, espeoially 

when many deoisions that are ta.ken by the administration have been inter-

preted by departmental heads, mayors or chairmen of' organisations to be a 

matter of policy or a professional exercise of a discretion whioh is vested 

in the department or organisation concerned. and thus exclude the Qnbu:ismen•s 

jurisdiction. Although the jurisdictional limitations of' section 13(1) have 

214. On the converse, the question oan be raised whether there should be an 

Qnbudsman at all when there is an elected representative who is in oharge of' 

the affairs of his department and who is answerable to Parliament for i ta 

aotions. However, since the institution of' ()nbu:ismen has already been set 

up in New Zealani, this question would not be pursued in this paper. Instead 

the more worthwhile question of how best we oan improve the institution of 

Qnbu:ismen would be the main thrust in this seotion of the paper. 
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not oreated Wldue hardship for the Onbudsmen in their investigations involving 
the Eiuoation Department in practioe, beoause of the oo-operation shown by the 
Department in its dealings with the Qnbudsmen, section 13(1) does, however, 
create a major obstaole if and when the Department ohoose to oonteat the 
Onbuismen 's jurisdiction. 

A second diffioulty which often arises against the effeotive investigation 
of a oomplaint against a department, or for that matter against a Government 
agency or looal authority, by the Onbudsmen, whioh is not found in the Aot, 
but which orops up in practice, is that in many oases not muoh that is 
actually said or done is written down or reoorded by the department or 
organisation oonoerned. 215 In oertai. n complioated oases this oan give rise 
to problems for the Qnbudsmen in determining the facts of the oase • 

Although the Qnbuiamen have the power to summon witnesses am examine 
them on oath, this is seldom done beoause as Mr Lalcing, the Chief ()nbud.sman, 
points out, it not only involves delS3s in the investigation but also involves 
expense to the complainant am those persons whose actions are in question, 
sinoe they mS3 feel that they should be represented. by oounsel. 216 Furthermore, 
the ad.option of suoh a method with any frequenoy would transform the Qnbudsmen's 
informal investigatory prooedure into a type of interrogation and inquisition. 217 

Where the Qnbud.smen feel that they mS3 need to interrogate a witness, they 
usually prefer that the oomplainant take his oase to oourt, rather than deal 
with the problem themselves, as they feel that the courts are better equipped 
in examining and cross-examining witnesses. 

Another jurisdictional limitation on the Onbudsmen is the absolute bar 
on them from investigating a.otions of the committee of the whole. 218 Although 
this restriction has not posed any obstacle on the i:ath of the Onbudsmen in 
investigating into the actions of the E:iucation Department itself, there oould 
be special problems if the Qnbudsmen were to investigate into the actions of 
statutory and semi-statutory bodies like the education boards, school 
committees, aecorda.ry school board.a, teachers college councils, technical 
institute councils, the University Grants Committee, and other semi-
independent bodies like the Vocational Training Council, the National Council 

215. From interview with Mr Aikman, the Chief Investigating Officer with tha 
Cmbuismen's Office in ellington, on 5 September 1980. 
216. Report of the Qnbudsmen, 1978, p.12. 
217 • ibid. p. 13. 
218. Cmbudsmen Act, 1975, section 13(1). 
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of Adult Eiucation, trades certification boards, the Technicians Certification 
Authority, the New Zealand Council for Eiucational Research, the Maori Fliuoation 
Foundation and the National Advisory Council on Pre-Sohool Eiucation where 
important decisions are often made by the committee of the whole. Although 
these statutory or semi-statutory bodies are not part of the Fliuoation Depart-
ment they a.re nevertheless responsible in administering the Government's polioy 
in education at the domestic or specialised level, and some of whose funds are 
provided. by the muoation Department. Thus, altho\18h the Cmbudsmen's juris-
diction covers the Eiucation Department, the restriction placed on committees 
of the whole in effect aots as a barrier against the Cmbudsmen fr011 investigating 
important area.a of the education system. 

This restriction is especially acute when the Cmbudsman is asked to invest-
igate into a oomplaint involving a local authority where many important 
decisions are made by the committee of the whole of the looal oounoil. Thus, 
although the Cmbudsmen's jurisdiction covers the activities of local authorities, 
they oannot investigate a;ny oomplaint if the complaint relates to a decision, 
action, recommendation or omission of the committee of the whole. 

Moreover, a lot of time is wasted by the Cmbud.smen in deoiding whether to 
go ahead with an investigation against a local authority to detennine whether 
the act, omission, recommendation or decision complained of against the local 
authority was made by an official or committee of the whole. 

It may be better if the Cmbuismen were simply given a blanket authority 
to investigate any complaint against a:ny department or organisation regardless 
of whether the act, recommendation, decision or omission was made by an 
official or committee of the whole. 'Ibis provision would definitely help to 
speed up the Qubuismen's investigatory procedure aJ'Xi also give more effective 
protection for the individual. 

'lbere are also other areas where the Onbud.smen's powers are needed to be 
changed. At present, the Cmbudsmen's juriadiotion is excluded in complaints 
involving the Police, unless the complain:i has not been investigated by the 
Police themselves or the complainant is dissatisfied with the final results of 
the investigation.219 Beoau3e of this restriction, the Onbudsmen are thus 
unable to investigate arcy- decisions or aotions of the Polioe, suoh as the 
custody and oare of property, the use of force and other complaints related 
to their operations. 

219. Cmbudsmen Aot, 1975, section 13(7)(d). 
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As the Onbuisman notes, approximately 25 percent of the complaints 
directed against the Police wer foum to be true after investigation by the 
Police Department itself. Although no one doubts the integrity of the New 
Zealand Police Force, one m&3 wonder how many more complaints against the 
Police m&3 have been foum to be justified if the investigation against the 
Police was carried out by an independent authority like the Onbud.smsi. 

The Chief Onbuisman wrote in his 1979 Report to Parliament that he is at 
the moment engaging in continuing discussion with the Commissioner of Police 
to improve the existing procedure of investigating complaints against the 
Police. 220 However, even in oases where the Onbuismen oan investigate into 
complaints against the Police, there are certain limitations besides juris-
dictional restrictions which hamper his ability to deal effectively with 
complaints levelled against the Police. '!be jurisdictional limitation is 
similar to the limitation the Onbuismen faoe in their investigation into 
complaints against Government departments, i.e. that the complaint must first 
relate to a matter of ministration. 'l'he Chief Onbudeman, Mr Laking, points 
out that suocessive Commissioners of Police have taken the view that law 
enforcement operations of the Police do not relate to matters of ministration, 
but instead involve an exercise of a professional judgement. Although other 
departmental heads have used this argument, the Police Department have been 
prone to use this argument more frequently than others. The other difficulty 
which the Onbuismen faoe when investigating into complaints against the Police 
is the problem of finding written records of events th t had taken place. 
'Ibis again is a similar difficulty which they faoe when they investigate into 
complaints against Govemment departments, Government agencies and local 
authorities. The third limitation which the Onbudsmen encounter is that of 
deciding on a suitable recommendation to remedy the situation when they uphold 
a oomplaint. 221 It is sometimeo neoessary that the appropriate remedy in the 
circtnstanoes is the commencement of criminal proceedings against a person or 
a member of the Polioe. '!be snag is that criminal prooeedings have to be 
commenced in a Magistrate Court within six monthe of the ooourrence of the 
offence. Sinoe many complaints take longer than six months to investigate and 
complete, this option is no longer available to the Onbudemen. Although there 

220. Report of the Qnbui.Sll'len, 1979, p.7. 
221. Report of the Onbudemen, 1978, p.13. 
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is no time limit on the oommencement of proceedings in the Supreme Court, 
the Qnbuismen do not, however, fi.z:d this alternative attractive because of 
the serious a.nd cumbersome proceedings involved. Accordingly, the Qnbudsmen 
are left in a dilemna as to the appropriate remedy to recommend when they 
have sustained a complaint against the Police. Thus, it would seem that the 
only way for effective control over the Police to be given to the Qnbuismen 
would be to remove the restriction at present placed on the Qnbudsmen and to 
give them the jurisdiction to investigate a:n:y complaint against the Police in 
the first inat&D)e without the need to wait a.nd see whether the complaint has 
been satisfactorily investigated by the Police Department itself. 

A further area where the jurisdiction of the Qnbud.smen is unolear is in 
relation to oomplaints against the Public Trustee and the Maori Trustee • 
Althcugh both the Public and the Xaori Trustees Of'ficee have been included 
into the First Schedule of the Qnbuiamen Act, 1975, their inolusion •eems to 
be in apparent conflict with the provisions of section 13(7)(b) of the Act, 
which excludes from the Qnbud.smen's jurisdiction any decision, recommendation, 
act or omission of a:n:y person in his oapaci ty as a trustee within the meaning 
of the Trustee Aot 1956. The Chief Qnbudsman is at the moment making inquiries 
and having discussions with both the Trustees in the hope that some solution 
can be worked out. To save all this unnecessary trouble and a half-baked 
solution, it may be better if the present Act was amez:ded and the Cmbudsmen's 
powers clearly spelt out in relation to both the Trustees. 

Section 13(8) also excludes the Qnbuismen's jurisdiction in relation to 
the New Zealand Armed Forces. Mr taking, the Chief Cmbudsman, highlights the 
complaint of a civilian crew member of a keeler protesting at the Pi.ntad.o's 
{an American nuclear-powered submarine) arrival in Wellington. The complainant 
alleged to the Qnbudsman that Air Force helicoptors attempted to harass the 
ore.ft, although it was legally assembled in the harbour. The Qnbud.sman felt 
that, although the actions of the Air Force came within section 13(1), he 
nevertheless h~ to decline jurisdiction because he felt that section 13(8) 
waa wide enough to cover situations where the actions of the Armed Forces 
affeoted oivilians. 222 He nevertheless woinered whether Parliament intended 
that the aotions of the Armed Forces whl.oh affect civilians should be excluded 
from the Onbud.smen'e jurisdiction. In fact the question oan also be asked why 
the Qnbuiemen should not have jurisdiction over the Armed Forces when the 

222. Report of the Qnbuiamen, 1979, p.9. 
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Government feels that it is alright for the Onbud.smen to have jurisdiction 

over the other sectors of Governmental administration. It is especially hard 

on the individual citizen, as it precludes him from appealing to the Onbud.smen, 

if his rights are infringed by the Armed Forces. It is thus submitted that the 

Onbudsmen Act 1975 should be widened to bring within the Onbudsmen 's juris-

diction the Armed Forces, whether it concerns a matter relating to its internal 

operation or whether it relates to an action of the Armed Forces which affects 

the citizen.223 If this suggestion is not too attractive, then New Zealand 

should follow the move by West Germany and establish a Military Onbudsman, who 

would have responsibility over the Armed Forces. 

The advantage if the Onbuismen were given the opportunity to investigate 

against the Armed Forces would be the impression of impartiality it would instil 

in any investigation, since it would be independent of the Armed Forces structure 

and would also have the added advantage of being easily aooessible to the publio. 

Probably the biggest weakness of the Qnbudsmen' s offioe is the inability of 

the Onbw.smen to investigate ministerial decisions. As pointed out earlier in 

this paper, the reason for excluding ministers from the Qnbudsmen's jurisdiction 

was the fear by the Government that it would interfere with the principle of 

ministerial responsibility to Parliament. A concession was, however, made by 

Government in that the Onbuismen were given full powers to investigate any 

recommendation given by a department to a minister. Through this imireot 

means the Qnbud.smen therefore had the power to criticise a minister. For if a 

minister followed. the ad.vice of his department which was wrong, then any 

ori tioism by the Onbudsmen against the advice also meant that it was a ori ticism 

on the minister. The only problem with such an indirect approach was that if 

the decision or action taken by the minister was taken by himself, without the 

aid of his department, then the Onbudsmen have no authority to investigate the 

decision or action. 

There ia no substantive reason why Cabinet ministers in New Zealand should 

be exoluied from the jurisdiction of the Qnbudsmen. Even in the United Kingdom 

the Britis.~ Parliamentary Commissioner has the power to investigate actions of 

ministera, 224 despite the fact that other aspects of the system do not compare 

223. In Denmark, on which the New Zealar.d Onbuismen Aot was modelled, the 

Qnbud.sman ha.a jurisdiction over the Armed Forces; see I •• Pederson, Denmark's 

Qnbudsman, p. 78, in Donald C. Rowat ed., The Qnbudsman, Citizen's Defend.er, 

2ed. (George Allen and Unwin, London, 1968). 

224. Frank Stacey, '!he British Onbud.sman (Oxford University Press, 1971), p.310. 
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favourably with the New Zea.lwd Onbudemen system.225 

In Denmark too, the Onbudsman has jurisdiction over ministers. '!he 
Folketing (Parliament) is itself outside the Qnbuisman 's powers. 'lbe 
Parliamentary Committe~which was set up in 1946 to consider the setting up of 
the Qnbudsman instituti on in Denmark, prediotion that jurisdiction ewer a 
minister would not oause any problem with the prinoiple of ministerial 
responsibility to Parliament has borne out to be true. 226 One of the reasons 
is that the Onbuisman ha.a refused to let himself be used as a poll tical tool, 
by either the Govenunent or the Opposition, and has only taken up issues which 
relate to matters concerning the operation of the minister's department. 227 

If the British Commissioner and the Denmark Qnbuisman can look into the 
aotions of ministers without doing any injustice in praotioe to the hallowed 
principle of ministerial responsibility to Parliament, there is no reason why 
the Onbuismen in New Zea.land should also not be given the same powers. When 
the Act was originally debated, it was recognised that the Qnbuisman could help 
to enhance the principle of ministerial responsibility to Parliament. As the 
Minister or Justice, Mr Hanon, explained, ministerial responsibility means that 
a department is subject to the directions of its minister an:i that the minister 
is answerable to Parliament not only for his personal aots but also for the 

225. For instance, in the United Kingdom the public do not have direct access 
to the Parliamentary Commiasioner but have to take their complaints through 
their Member of Parliament. Besides this weakness in the system, the Parlia,-
mentary Commissioner has also no jurisdiction over personnel matters of the 
civil service and has also no juri~iotion over local authorities. Most 
important of all the weaknesses of the British Parliamentary Commissioner is his 
inability to deal with matters where an abuse of power is the cause of the 
complaint or if the matter relates to an unreasonable or wrong decision. The 
Parliamentary Commissioner can only look into questions o! maladministration; 
see Parliamentary Commiesioner Aot 1967, section 5(1), Statutes, Law Report 
(Vo.1) (1967), p.447; see also K.C. Wheare, Maladministration am. Its Remedies, 
Hamlyn Lectures, 25th Series (Stevens 1973), p.119. 
226. I.M. Pederson, op. oit., p.78. 
227. ibid. p. 79. 
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228 aots am. decisions of his department. Nobody seriously believes, however, 
that all the aots or deoisione of the department are personally taken by the 
minister or even done at his direction. Aooording to Mr Hanon, ministerial 
responsibility therefore meant that the minister was not personally responsible 
but is subjeot to examination. He therefore asks why the ()nbud.smmi, who is 
an offioer of Parliament, would impair the principle of ministerial respons-
ibility if he was to report to Parliament on the personal aots of the minister 
or the aots of his department. If at all, he suggested, the ()nbud.sman juris-

diction over the actions of ministers would only enhance the principle of 
ministerial responsibility to Parliament, as it would provide Parliament with 
an opportunity to question the minister whioh it would otherwise not have. 

Thi• reasoning by the Minister of Justice was, however, not accepted by 
the Government, and the ()nbudamen were thus excluded from the power to 
investigate into mini et ere' aotions. The time has perhaps been reached when 
there should be a change of heart and the ()nbu:ismen jurisdiction widened to 
incorporate within their powers jurisdiction over ministers. 

(a) Summary 

It remains that after 18 yea.re of the existence of the office of Qnbud.smen 
the main problem still is the question of the ()nbu:iemen's jurisdiction. A lot 
of time of the ()nbud.smen and their staff is wasted investigating the question 
of jurisdiction before an investigation is oomrnenoed into a complaint. Perhaps 
the time has arrived where there should be a review of the existing legislation 
arxi. some useful changes made. Such changes should enable the ()nbu:ismen to use 
the resources of their office to the fullest, so that as many complaints as 
possible oan be dealt with by them without unnecessarily increasing the workload • 

Although the graph229 shows that the number of complaints that fall out of 
the ()nbudemen' s jurisdiction is declining, the number still remains high. 

Instead of using section 13 to restrict the ()nbudsmen's jurisdiction to 
investigate matters which relate to administration, the proposal of Sir Guy 

Powles should rather be aooepted and the Cmbu:ismen's jurisdiction extended so 
as to permit them to examine any complaints that they feel warrant an 

investigation.230 In other words, the ()nbu:ismen should be granted an absolute 
discretion as to whether or not they should investigate a complaint, whether 

228. See newspaper "Australian", 26 November 1964; also quoted in John L. 
Robson, The Cmbu:lsman in New Zealand, op. oit., pp. 36-37. 
229. Supra, see page 34. 
230. Report of the Qnbu:lE1Dan, 1971, p.10. 
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the matter oonoerns a matter of polioy, administration or judgement. 'Ibis 
will allow the Cmbudsmen to better streamline their work and devote more time 
to oases they feel deserve their attention. A significant step in this 
direotion has already been taken by the 1975 Aot in providing the Cmbuismen 
with a disoretion to take on a complaint despite the faot that an appeal, on 
the merits of the case, is available to a court or a tribunal. 231 However, 
such a disoretion is at present being quite restrictively interpreted by the 
Cmbudsmen, and thus a high percentage of oases fall outside the Cmbuismen•s 
jurisdiction. To save these cases, it m~ be advisable to remove the 
restriction imposed by section 13 altogether and pennit the Cmbudemen to 
detennine the oases they would handle. As Brabyn J. explains: 

"The institution of Cmbuisman can only be a success if given sufficient 
soope to develop as a meaningful contributor to Government and the 
exeroiee of power generally. Suoh development cannot be advanced by the 
imposition of technical arrl/or burdensome restrictions. '!be establish-
ment of the Cmbudsman is a vote for open, public Government 
legislation should be interpreted. accordingly. n232 

Future proposals which m~ be worth considering are the extension of the 
Qnbudsmen•s juriediotion to oover private institutions, like Air New Zealand, 
Bank of New Zealand and other organisations whioh have Government support but 
whioh do not come under state control. At present a lot of state activity 
which can adversely affect the citizen a.re in the harrls of these private 
institutions which do not have an elected representative who is accountable 
in Parliament for its actions. In faot, many Governments have tried to by-
pass Parliamentary supervision of governmental activity by handing over to 
these private institutions the control of certain state activities. In fact, 
because of the vast growth of the modern state and the consequent responsibility 
of the Government to provide for the needs of its people, this has become 
necessary. Parliament is thus left in a position where it has no means to 
check and control the activities of these private institutions because there is 
no-one in Parliament who is answerable for the aotion of these institutions. 
However, some semblance of control oan be brought over these institutions if 
t he Qnbuismen were given the power to investigate and report to Parliament 
over the activities of these institutions. 

231. Qnbuismen Aot 1975, section 13(7)(a). 
232. "Qnbuisman v. Court" (LL.B. (Hon.)) Legal Writing Requirement, Victoria 
University of Wellington, p.29. 
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It mB3' be necessary in following with the above changes for the 
enlargement of the Onbw.smen's office "by the addition of specialist staff 
of various types to oater still further for the wide variety of subject matter 
covered by oomplaints". 233 

13. Conclusion 
As Donald C. Rowat points out, the oase for an Onbw.sman illustrates 

that there is a serious defect in the Parliamentary system of Government. 234 
Although there are certain imperfections in the powers of the Onbudsmen 
themselves, there is no doubt that their office has a very important role to 
pla,y in the constitutional and political system of New Zealand. 

In toda3's over-centralised, impersonal and bureauoratio administration, 
vhioh treats the citizen as if he owes it a service rather than the other WB3' 
round, the need for a person to review administrative decisions of the bureau-
oraoy is self-evident and o an be readily appreciated. Prom the Goverment •a 
point rf view, the Onbuismen insti"tution provides a cheap means of remedying 
maladministration. From the citizen's point of view, it provides a simple 
means or getting a complaint redressed, without the need to consult the 
specialist services of a lawyer. To most people lawyers are expensive and 
the results they can produce are of doubtful measure. 'lhe Onbudsmen, on 
the other hand, oan perform the task of looking into a grievance and perhaps 
obtaining a remedy for the citizen without any charge. In some WSJ"S, they aot 
as the public's attorney, putting across to the administration and the Govern-
ment their problems in the hope that they mB3' have the administrative action 
reviewed.. In other wc13s, the Onbuismen institution oan be viewed as a public 
relations exercise for the Government to make known to the publio that they 
oan turn to someone when they have a grievance a&ainst the state, but giving 
very ooeroive power to him to obtain redress. 

It would, I subnit, be wrong for anyone to take this soeptioal view. It 
must be realised that the Onbudsmen institution was set up in New Zealand not 
as the ultimate panacea to overcome administrative ills, or even to be a 
substitute for the existin~ remedies available to the citizen. The main 
purpose of the Onbuismen was merely to act as an ldditional avenue tor the 
citizen in obtaining administrative justice. 

233. J.L. Robson, op. oit., p.55. 
234. The Cm budaman I Citizen' a Defender, 2 ed. ( George Allen and Unwin, 
London, 1968), p.ix. 
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There are of course limi ta on the kind of help that the Onbuiamen oan 
render to the public. But within the ecope of their jurisdiction, there is 
no doubt that the office of the Qnbudemen has really been a success. The 
biggest ad.vantage with the Onbudemen system is that it enable• the Onbudsmen 
to go behi:r:d the veil of secrecy, behind whioh civil servants take shelte}\ am. 
fully investigate a complaint. '1'1ey can name any official they feel is 
responsible for the maladministration or abuse of power. The official, however, 
is protected by the Aot, in the sense that the Qnbuismen must give him an 
opportunity to rebut any allegation. Suoh a power to name an offioial therefore 
enables the Qnbudamen to cast a,,1~ the veil of eecrecy um.er whioh the guilty 
official oan take refuge. It also provides the Onbuismen with a leverage to 
aot as an effective detezrent against injustices by the ad.ministration. No 
department likes to be projected in a bad light or to be known to be 
inetfioient or maladministrated or incompetent or unfair, espeoially when it 
involves the reputation of ministers, officials and the department as a whole. 
The refusal of the Onbudemen to cove~up for the maladministration or abuse of 
power by the department therefore acts aa an effective deterrent. 

Our constitutional theory that the minister remains aooountable to Parlia-
ment and. that he accepts responsibility for the actions of his officials as they 
are supposed to act on his behalf, plaoes difficulties on the public's access to 
information. In a demooraoy this is an anachronism, since it aots as an 
obstacle to the public aocess to information and for open government. The 
courts are powerless to aot in this area because of the operation of the 
doctrine of Crown privilege. The policy of the courts is that it is up to 
Parliament to control the administration. If therefore there is no clear case 
of arbitrary use of power, the courts are content to leave Parliament to rectify 
the matter. Even in oases where there is a clear breach of administrative 
discretion, outdated and complicated procedures stand in the way of a euooeea-
ful hearing. In fact, the courts' belief that the dootrine of ministerial 
responsibility would act as a oheck on maladministration and abuse of power 
can in some oases have the oppoai te result and lead to, a.a one leading jurist 
put it, "administrative irresponsibility". 235 

Through their ability to publicise defects in the Government bureaucracy, 
the Onblnamen have been able to make up for the shortoo ings in our present 

235. Donald C. Rowat, The Onbuisman, Citizen's Defend.er, op. oit., p.291. 
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system of oontrols over the administration and have been able to reduce the 
typical administrative faults, namely unwarranted. seorecy, oommunication 
breakdown and rigidity in sdministrative deoisions. Even the fact that 
decisions deal with an element of polioy has not detered the Cmbm11111en from 
intervening and trying to negotiate a review of the policy, as the oases 
involving the »i.uoation Department illustrate. 

In an indirect manner, the Onbudsmen have thus been able to instil into 
the administration that it should adopt a oertain standard of administrative 
moral am.. conduct, aDl perhaps revantp its practices, procedures am policiea to 
achieve this. By oontinuing to oriticiae the administration when an injustice 
has been committed the CIDbudsmen have not only been able to redress wrongs but 
have also been able to bring to the attention of the public the ineffioiencies 
of the administration. In a very real sense the Onbuismen have therefore been 
able to provide the public with a powerful tool to combat against mal-
administration am abuse of power. Unlike the ordinary courts which suffer 
from the fact that they are too costly, complicated, Cllllbersome and even laok 
sufficient powers of review, and the Member of Parliament who i• handicapped 
because the doors of the administration are shut to his investigation, the 

Onbudamen have the advantage of being given special powers to carry out an 
independent investigation and prompt the administration to reconsider its 
actions through their powers of criticism and publicity. Thus, although the 
Onbu:lsmen do not have any direot ooercive powers, it has not hindered them 
from oarrying out their funotions as "grievanoemen". 

Another big advantage with the Onbudamen system is that it has fitted in 
well within the New Zealand oonsti tutional system. The Onbudsmen have not 
displaced or alienated the Member of Parliament from his constituents as some 
people have feared, but have in fact relieved the workload of ma.ny of them. 
Complaints whioh formerly went to the Member of Parliament are now being 
diverted to the Onbu:lsmen. '!be Member of Parliament is thus left with 
oomplai.nts which they are best suited to deal with, am. oonsequently this 
will definately help to enhanoe their image in the long run. 

It may be worth considering, in attempting to safeguard the oi tizen 
against administrative injustice, the establishment of an administrative court 
system. Sinoe the Onbudsmen and the administrative courts will perform the 
same task but through different ways - the administrative courts will have 
power to review oases on their merits and quash any deoision which is wrong, 
while the Onbudsmen have the power to review aotiona of the administration and 

attempt to obtain a remedy through the means of critioism and publicity -
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there should be no oonfliot in their task. This system has already been 
established. in Franoe, whioh has both an ()nbud.sman and a Counseil d'Etat to 
keep the cdministration under proper oheok and control. There is no reason 
why suoh a system cannot also be implemented in New Zealand. 

Other ohanges, less drastio in their nature, mS3" also have to be mcde. 
Prooedure and praotices of the administration m£\Y have to be amended.; 
Parliament mS3" have to re-exert its influenoe over the exeoutive by ourbing 
its disoretionary powers and strengthening its oontrols; free legal aid must 
be made more readily available; and muoh wider opportunities must be provided 
to the oitizen for appealing against administrative deoisions. 236 Only in 
this W&J oan the ad.ministration be brought under the proper supervision of 
both Parliament a.Id. the people • 

The Qnbuismen have an important role to pl83' in these changes. They help 
to proVide ParlieU"Dent with a means to keep a check on the exeoutive, espeoially 
at a time when the executive is becoming omnipotent, and at the same time 
provide the oitizen with the safeguards to combat against maladministration 
and abuse of power. 

It is good to know that in New Zealand, after 18 years of operation, 
both the general public and the administration have beg\ll'l to appreoiate the 
value of the ()nbuismen's office. It is hoped that with a greater confidenoe 
in the offioe, it would in the future lead to a strengthening and extension 
of the jurisdiction of the Onbuismen so as to enable them to perform their 
functions more effectively • 

236. Donald C. Row at, 'Ille Onbudsman, Citizen• s Defender, 2 ed. ( George Allen 
and. Unwin, London) (1968), p.291. 
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